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INTRODUCTION TO T~E USE OF EMS-I 

I. General 

I. I EMS-I is a dev ice or i entated language, wh Ich means tbat the composers 
have to translate their musical conceptions into device terms. Other 
possible types of languages are for instance notation orIentated languages, 
where 
and a 
where 
tion. 

the composeri s bu II ding a br I dge between his mus'ica I concept ions 
notation system; and a composition technical orientated language, 
the bridge is built from the musical conception to rules of composi-
The guide I ine in preparation of EMS-I has been done on the basis 

of the principles of the console. 

2. Devices' 

2. I Names 
I n EMS-I abbrev i at ions for the name of dev lees are used. The ru I e of 
abbreviation is that if the dev1ce name ,consists of one word, the 

'three first letters of the' word are used,'if it consists of several 
words, the first letter in each word is used. 
Example: channel = CHA, frequency generator FG. 

Below is a 'complete I ist of devIces: 
AM AMPLITUDE MODULATOR 
AMP AMPLl FlER 
AT ANALOGUE TAPE 
CD CHANNEL DISTRIBUTOR 
CHA CHANNEL 
FF FREQUENCY FILTER 
FG FREQUENCY GENERATOR 
FS FREQUENCY SHIFTER 
NG NOISE GENERATOR 
REV REVERBERATOR 
RM RING MODULATOR 

2.2 The device parameters 
The device parameters are written in the following way. 'The device 
name is fol lowed by a left parenthesIs, followed by the parameters 
separated by commas, followed by a right parenthesis. The parameters 
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in the following example are written wit~ names, not w.it~ values: 

FG( NUMBER, FREQUENCY, LEYEL,WAYEFORML 

The device name plus the device parameters are called a terJD. 

In practice the value of the parameters is used and the same example 

would look: 

FG( I ,440, 10~,21. 

Example (all devicesl: ABBREYLATLON 

AM 

AMP 

AT 

CD 

CHA 

FF 

FG 

FS 

NG 

REY 

RM 

COMPLETE EMS-I TERM 

AMeNO,ENTRY,_LEVELL 

AMP(NO, LEVELL 

ATCNO,LEVED 

CD(NO,CW,NNEL;LEVELl 

CHA C NO, LEV Ell 

FF C NO, F! L TERCHANNEL, LEVEL >-

FGCNO,FREQUENCY,LEVEL,WAVEFORMl 

FS 

NG(NO,LEVEL,COLOURI,COLOUR2l 

REVCNO,REVERBERATION TIME,LEVEL) 

RM( NO, ENTRY, LEVEll 

Examp I es with the va I ue o-f the parameters i nd I cated : 

FGC I ,440, 10~,2>

FF(2,20,110l 

RM( I ,A, I~~l 

RM( I.B.10~l 

REVC2,6,100l 

CHAC4,80l 

i 2.3 Abbreviations 

Observe that not all parameters need be written out! In cases when some 

parameter is not written out, It keeps Its value from the last time the 
parameter was set. 

Examp Ie: FG ( I ,440, I 00, 2l 

(new time indicationl 

FG(I,,20l 

The example shows that the frequency and the waveform are kept, but the 

level is changed from 100 to 20 dB. 
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2.4.2 
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2.4.3 

( , 

Connections 
The dev Ices can be connected todev I ce cha l.ns by us I ng the 
connection sign 

> 
and the connection can be broken by the disconnection sign 

Connection of devices and device chains 

3. 

In the example A below frequency generator I Is connected to 
output channel I, so that we can I isten to the tone of the fre-
quency generator, after time has been set. In example B frequency 
generator 4 and frequency generator 2 are connected to ring modulator 
I, which Is connected to output channel 2, and we can listen to the 
result after time has been set. All device chains should be ended by 
a semi-colon. 
A) FG(J ,44f/l, 1f/l0,2»CHA( 1,80); 
B) FG(4,3f/lf/l, 1f/l0,2»RM( I ,A, 10f/ll>CHA(2,8f/ll; 

FG(2,35f/l, I f/lf/l,3 l>RM( I ,B); 
Cl FG( I ,44i1l,1 f/lf/l, 2 lIICHA ( I ,8f/l); 
See append Ix I for a Ii st of a II connections allowed. 

Different devices can be collected In a group of devices by uniting 
the device terms with the sign 

&-
It is important to distinguish between a group of devices and a chain 
of devices and/or device groups. A group of devices are for instance 
a number of frequency generators or a number of filter channels. 
Below are some examples _of d-evlce chains, made up by groups of 
devices and single devices: 
FG( I , 44f/l, I f/lf/l,2l&FG(2,66f/l, 1f/l0,2l>RM( I ,A, 1f/lf/l).>CHA( I ,80)&CHA(2,8f/l); 
NG ( I , 100 »FF ( I ,4, I I f/l) &FF ( I , I f/l,1 10l>RM( I ,B); 

A group of devices, connected to another group of devices or a 
single device, means that al I devices In the first group are connected 
to al I devices in the second group, or to the single device. 
ExampleI': FG( I )&FG(4)&FG9&REV( I); 

FG( I, I f/lf/l1&FG(2,2f/lf/l)&FGC3,3f/lf/l)-&FG(4 ,4f/lf/l)>CHA( I, I f/l0l; 
~., 

The I ast line means that the frequency gener-ators I, 2, 3, and 4 are 
given a frequency each and are then connected to channel I, given the 
level 100 dB. 
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2.4.4 

4. 

Groups of .;.f:...r;::eq:::Lu::.e::;n",c",Y,-,%..:e:.;.n:.:e:.:.r.::a.;.t:=.o;..r::.s and f II ter channe I s can be co II ected 
with the sign 

A condition is that no device between the lowest and the highest 
number is to be excluded. The meaning of 
FF( I ,5+-12, 101iH 
is for instance that the channels 5 to 12 In the frequency fi Iter 
no I sha I I be set to 100 dB. 
Example: FG( 1+-6) 
means that the frequency generators I to 6 shal I be connected 
somewhere keeping their old values. 
Examp I e: 
FG( I )&FG( 7<!-12" 80, 21&FF( I , 1_3, I 00»CHA(2 ) &CHA(31&CHA (4,98); 

This way of writing leads to frequency generator I and also no 2 
and no 3, al I keeping their old parameter values, and the frequency 
generators 7, 8, 9, 10, I I, and 12,_al I with their old frequen~ies, 
with the new level 80 dB and waveform 2 and filter I, are connected # 

to the channels 2,3, and 4. Channel I ahd 2 in-filter I are also 
set to 100 dB and output channel 4 to 98 dB. 

Exerc i se I: 
Make one or several groups consisting of frequency generator groups 
3, 6, 9, and 12 and the reverator I. Connect whati 5 possible to 
channel I via filter I or else directly to <::hannel I. Let the units 
keep the values they have been given earl ier. 

Exercise 2: 

3. Time 

Make a suitable group, consisting of 5 or 6 frequency generators. 
Let these be ampl itude modulated to 90% (=99dB1 by the frequency 
100 Hz in-AM(2). Connect the resulting signal to channel I. The 
A-entry of an ampl itude modulator modulates the B-entry. 

(solutions see page 6.) 

We make a distinction between TIME and DURATION so that TIME says when 
something occurs and DURATION (OUR) Indicates the duration of the occasion, 

';,'~ 

for instance the duration of a tone. 
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3. I General 
There are three 
FIrst, the order 
is made to sound 
a duratIon. 

5. 

dlff~rent ways of describIng duration on the console. 
TIDMATA (measure tIme), whIch means that the studIo 
during the time the TIDMATA-button is pressed, i e 

The other way is 
meaning that the 

the order LYSSNA KONTINUERLlGT (lIsten continuously), 
studio is made to sound when the button for the 

order LYSSNA KONTlNUERLlGT is pressed ,'and I s made to stop sound i ng 
when the button for the order STOPPA KONTINUERLIGT LYSSNANDE (stop 
I istening contInuously) is pressed. 
The third way to describe tIme at the console Is the order TIDLYSSNA 
<tilT]e lIsten), functioning so that the time desired for the.studio 
to sound Is set In the index regIster, whereupon the button for the 
order TIDLYSSNA is pressed. The studio then sounds during the time 
set in the I ndex register. 

Time- and duration descriptions in EMS-I do not coincide with the 
orders at the console. At the console the composer orientates himself 
in the music structure, or rather the digital tape, via record numbers. 
In EMS-I the composer orientates hImself In the music structure via 
dIfferent tillle- and' duratIon conceptIons. 

3.2 Global tIme 
The express ion G I oba I Time (GT) refers to the runn lng compos i ti on 
time. For a pIece of 10 minutes' length Global time zero stands for 
the begInning of the piece, Global tIme 5 mInutes for the middle of 
the pIece, and Global time 10 minutes for the end of the piece. 

In EMS-I begInnIng tIme and end tIme, expressed in Global time, is 
automatically written on the commentary medIum after each 
block or PART - see po i nt 7. 18 and the examp I es on page 

comp leted 
• The 

actual GT can be calculated by taking the tIme of the end of the 
preceeding block and'add to It the begInnIng tIme for the sound 
currently being worked on plus the current Local time, i e where 
the composer Is at the time being. 

3.3 Local time 
The time between each single tone has on the other hand its counter-
part In EMS':'I and is cmlled Local time, in shori\,LT<MS) or LHSEC,MS). 
The mIl I isecond parameter must not contain a number greater than 
99 999, and the second parameter not a number greater than 8 333. 
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The LT -term can more correct I y be sal d to I nd I cate when the connection 
settings and device s~ttings which fol lows before the next LT-term 
are to be performed. 
Examples of LT-terms: 
LT<Ol FG( 1,440, 100,2»CHA( I ,80); 
LT(20001FG( I ,660, I 00,3l>CHA( I ,801; 
LT<52,230) 
LT(52,0) 
L T<52,) 

It is no demand that LT-terms come In time order. 
LT(900)FG( I ,Z00J 
LT(0)FG(I,100,1001>CHA(I,1001; 

How to solve exercise I: 

FG3>FG6; 
FG9>fGIZ; 
FG6&FG 12>FF( I ); 
FF( I l&REV( Il>CHA( I); 

How to solve exercise 2: 

FGI5>FGIEPAM(Z,B, I 001>CHA( I, 1001; 
FG(Z4,100,99),>AM(Z,A); 

3.4 Duration 
Whi Ie LT Is a time where something Is going to happen, for instance 
a frequency generator shal I start to sound, the term duration, 
shortened asD(MS), Indicates how long a certain sound level is to 
last. 

Example: 
L T<20,Z00 1FG( I ,440, 100,2 »CHA( I ,801>D( 2000); 

Exercise 3: 
FG( I) and FG(4) are set, but not connected. FG( I) >!;ha II start sound i ng 
after 31 seconds and 120 ms, counted from the beginning of the block, 
and sound during 23168 ms. FG(4) shal I start sounding after 23 seconds 
and sound during ZOOOO ms. Both sound in channel 3. 
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3.5 

7. 

Wr i te the part of the 'program that hand I es th Is. (So I ut i on page '8, J 

Whi Ie the term LT is valid for all devices unti I the next LT, the 
term 0 Is val id only for the device or group of devices that it is 
connected to. 

The use of a new LT-term is made either to introduce changes in the 
device parameters - a new tone, a new intensity - or especially to 
introduce a-values into the level parameter, which means that the 
device from now on wi II no longer sound. (About the D-term in 
connection with envelopes and gl issandl, read point 4.4 and 4.5. J 

T1.DM)(TA (time measure) is a term which does not exist in EMS-I, but 
only at the console. 

3.6 TIDLYSSNA (time listen) exists also only at the console. A close 
counter-part is however the order PLAY (see point 7.8). 

3.7 LYSSNA KONTINUERLIGT (I isten continuously) exists only at the console, 
but can naturally also be reached via EMS-I by the order PLAY, under 
the condition that what the composer wants to listen to has already 
been given a very long duration. 

4. Enve lopes 

4.1 The envelope, i.e. the changes of Intensity, ,at. the console, is planned 
to be performed with the help of attenuators. The counter-part in EMS-I 
is the term ENVELOP, in short ENV. 

4.2 The complete term with parameters is written: 
ENV(STARTLEVEL,ENDLEVEL,DUR,CURVETYPE,TIMESTEP) 
meaning that a level can be changed to an end level during a specified 
duration in mill iseconds, and following a decided curveshape with a 
certain time-step between the changes. The time-step Is the difference 
in ms between two on each other fol lowing changes. The time-step must 
not be greater than the envelope-time. 

4.3 Curveshapes 
We have 19 different curveshapes, built up in three classes. 

~~. 
The first class consists of ~ unit, a linear change· from one value 
to another value. 
The second class consists of 9 units, al I convex, and the third class 
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of 9 units, all concave. The I inear class Is in EMS-I described by 
the number 0. The 9 convex units are described by the numbers 1-9, 
where I is the least convex and 9 the most convex. The 9 concave 
units are described by the number -I to -9, where -) is the leasT 
and -9 the most concave. 

In a case where the inTensity changes from lower to stronger, convex 
can also be described as a cr,escendo, where the greatest change of 
intensity takes place in the beginning of the tone. In a case where 
the intensity changes from a higher value to a lower, the choice 
of a convex curve means that The greatest Intensity change will come 
at the end. [n the concave cases the conditions are contrary~ 
The curves can graphically be illustrated In the following way: 

J8 .,,8 - - /' ,...:.- ,/ II , ,/ / I I 
( -+4/ 

I / 
I 

I / 
I / 
I 

- --

How to solve exercise 3: 

LT(31,120) 

FG( I »D(23168),..CHA(3, 100); 

LT(23,) 

FG(4 »D(20000»CHA(3, 100) i 

I I 

/j 
/ 

/..-t I 
I 

_ '-r -
tIme .. 

Commentary: The LT-terms need not come fln time order. Observe that 
the D-term mUST come before the channel-term to reach the effect 
deslrec. If we had wriTten: 
FG( I )>CHAO, I 1li0»0(23 168 ) : 

resp. 
FG(4l>CHA(3, 100»0(20000); 

and had the same starTing-times as above, it would have meant that 
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both sounds had stopped sounding after 23 seconds + 20000 ms (= 43 s.) 
instead of stopping at the times 54 s 288 ms resp 43 s. 

4.4 In,tlme respect the envelope term Isa special case inasmuch as the 
time is included as one of the parameters. Because of this; two inter-
pretations were possible during the design of the language: 
I) shal I a tone, connected to an envelope, and thereby given an inten-

sity going' from one level to another, continue to sound after the 
end level has been reached, or 

2} sha II I t be cons i dered that when the end I eve I has been reached, 
this tone shall stop sounding? 

In EMS-I we have chosen the solution to consider that the tone continues 
to sound and that the composer must give an order if he wants it not 
to sound after reaching the end level; this order is 

Z 

If the composer wants the tone, to sound only during ,the time it takes 
to make the envelope, write as follows: 
ENV{¢,I¢¢,5¢¢,2,2¢l>Z; 

meaning that the tone to which the envelope is connected, starts 
with the intensity of 0 dB, grows to 100 dB'durIng ,a duration 6f 
500' ms,Jollowing curvetype 2, whereupon the level returns to 0 dB, 
and the tone consequently is no longer heard. The number 20 indicates 
the time-step between the changes (the sampling speed). 

4'.5 The O-term can a I so be app lied to an enVe lope term so that the sound-
source sounds during the time specified In the envelope term ~Ius 
the time i nthe O-term, to wh i ch the enve lope term I s connected. 
Exampl e: ENV (¢, I ¢¢, 5¢¢,2,2¢)>D{ I ¢¢¢) ; 

meaning, as in the previous example, that the intensity grows from 
o to 100 dB during a time of 500 ms, but that in this case it continues 
to sound at the end-level during another 1000 ms, i.e. the time of the 
O-term. 

4.6 A chain of envelopes can be created by using the, connect Ion sign 
between the envelope terms. 

~., j~ 

Examp I e: ENV (¢, I ¢¢, 5¢¢,2¢»ENV ( I ¢¢, I ¢¢, l{/ll>ENV { I rilril, ¢ ,5¢0 ,2, I ¢)-'" 
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4.7 Envelope terms and envelope chains can be connected to devices 
or groups of devices by connection sign. 
Example: 
LT(~lFG(I, I~~~, 1~~,2»ENV(~,I~~,5iil~,2,I¢l>ENV(I¢¢, I~¢, 19.19.19.1).> 

.. ENV( I iil¢,5¢,5¢~,2, 1¢l>Z; 
FGCi })o-CHA( I, 1~¢l&CHA(2, 19.19.11; 

The term ENV(I~¢,I¢¢,I¢¢¢l Is a special case of the envelope term, 
where the starting value and the end value are alike. 

4.8 ESTEP and GSTEP 
The composer can specify how often the computer shall set a new 
value during the generation of envelopes and gl issandi. If no value 
is i nd i cated the computer will set a new va I ue every ten ms. I f the 
composer wants the computer to set another value, more frequently or 
less, this is done with the term ESTEP(MS) regarding the envelope, 
and the term GSTEP(MS) regarding glissandi. 
Example: ESTEP(I 1 
meaning that the computer wi II set a new level-va·lue every ms; 

GSTEP(2iill 
meaning that the computer wil I set a new frequency value every 20 ms. 

If the composer wishes to change the time-step only during one envelope 
term, the desired time-step is written as a parameter In the envelope 
term. Thereafter, the value set with ESTEP resp. GSTEP is valld again. 
For technical reasons an envelope or a ml issando must not c9ntaln 
more than 2047 time-steps. 

5. GI issando 

5.1 The parameters of the gl issando term 
Glissando Is written with a term much alike the envelope term, i.e. 
GLIS, followed by starting frequency, end frequency, duration In ms, 
curveform, and time-step. 
Examp I e: 
GLIS(FREQUENCY, FREQUENCY, DUR,CURVEFORM,GSTEPl 
GLIS(44¢,8¢¢,I¢¢¢¢,2,5) 

(Regarding GSTEP see 5.3 
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5.2 

I I • 

~~~Cuc\teshapes ~.~ 

~~Thecurv.eshapes of the. 9 I issaodo~ termar.e the same as t~hose of the 
envelope term. 

5.3 GSTEP 

5.4 

GSTi::P Is the counter~part for the gl Issandoterm of ESTEP for the 
. "--------"-- .. - .. _ .. -- -.... - -- - -"" -.----. 

envelope term, i.e. to Indicate In mshow often the computer shal I 
give a new value - make a sample. If the values are too sparsely 
set, there Is a r I s.k to get a sca I e I nstead of a 9 I I ssando. I f the 
values are too densely set, unnecessary Information Is used. 

An envelope term Is related to the closest preceedlng device term •. 
The starting time In an envelope term is the latest indicated local 
time or in the case of envelope chains, the end time of the closest 
preceedlng envelope term (if no device term stands between, parting 
the enve lope cha i n Jnto two chal ns l. The same I s va I I d for the 

~Gl1S~term. ~ ~~.~--. 

~ Observe that envelope times andg II ssando times . Ignore the ex I stence 
of one another, and consequently can be woven into each other. Envelope 
terms ahdenvelopechains can be mixed with glissando terms and 911ssando 
chains~. 

~.~. Examp I e: 
FG(I~3)&FG(7~9",2l> 

ENV(50,100,500)~GLIS(220,440,200,2» 

GLlS(440,880, 10001>ENV(100,90, 1200, 1,10); 
CHA( I, 100»ENV(80, 100,2000, I »D( 10000); 

5.5 At overlapping envelopes the last defihed is val id. 
Examp I e: 
We have given a frequency generator level the following envelopes: 

~ ~ I~OO dB 

90 

80 

70 • "\"' 

60 time ( sec.) b 2 3 4 5 



LT(~,~}FG(I »ENV(6~, 1~~,3~~~); 

L T( I ,~l FG( I J>ENV (73 ,80 ,2~~~); 

LT(2,~)FG(I)7ENV(8~,I~~,I~~~); 

L T(3,~J FG( I }7ENV(75, I ~~, I ~~~, ':'3); 

The resulting envelope is dotted Jnth",·f Igure on page II. 

6. The connection matrix ofthefreguency generators 

12. 

At the console, the 24 frequency generators have their own connection 

matrix. The.connection matrix is designed to have 24 entries, the 

same number as the number of frequency generators, but only 8 exits. 

The frequency generators are thus connected In groups of three so 

that the frequency generators I, 2, and 3 have one exit cal led FG3, 

4, 5, and 6 have exit FG6, etc. These 8 connection points are called 

FG3,I'G6, FG9, FGI2, FGI5, FGI8, FG21, and FG24. 

6.1 CreatJon of a _sound 

You want a sound consisting of a basic tone with a frequency of 200 Hz, 

an intensity of 70 dB, and with harmonic overtones, being 1.5,·2 resp. 

3 times higher than the basic tone, each with a 3 dB lower intensity 

than the closest preceed i ng tone. Each tone shal I be fed 1 nto a channe I 
> '~' 

of its own (each corner of the listen 1 ng roam).. The waveshape sha II 

be sine, i. e. number 0 or number I. The sound is to sound dur i ng 30 

seconds. How Is this achieved with· EMS-I? 

Solution: 

PART<ONE) 

2 LT<~) 

3 FG( I ,2~~,7~,~1>CHA( I, I~~); 

4 FG{4,3~~,67,~)>CHA(2,1~~); 

5 FG(7 ,4~~,64,~l?CHA<3, I~~); 

6 FG( I ~, 6~~, 61 ,~)7CHA(4, I ~~l> 

7 D(30000); 

8 PLAY 

Commentary to the solution: 

Line I. For technical reasons all EMSI-programs~:consistof blocks. 

One block contains at the most about 14.000 changes. The composer 
-must Indicate where the block starts and where it ends. The beginning 
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I 

, -' . 

of a block is indicated by the word PART(NUMBER) and the end with 

END. Each PART must have a name. This Is called (ONE). 

Line 2. LT(01 - Local.lime - tells when In the sound object something. 

Is to happen. At the time 0 the nearest fol lowing lines (3-7) are 

executed. 

Line 3. Frequency generator .. I Is here set to the frequency 200 Hz, 

the level 70 dB,and s·lne'wave. The frequency generators I, 2, and 3, 

which are always connected, are further connected to output channel 

I and its out-level is set to 100 dB, meaning that you wll I not have 

any relative ampl ification, i.e •. the sound level at listening wi II be 

70 dB. 

Li nes 4-6. 

different 

connected 

To be able to connect the 

places they must be chosen 

to eac h other. 

frequency generators further to 

so that they are not permanently 

Line 7. 0(30000) is an enve lope term. I tis connected to channe I 4, 

which thereby Is made to keep its level during 30 seconds (30000 ms) 
.....• -,. -_.---. 

and then stop. As no other time specification exists, everything stops 

after 30 seconds. 

Line 8. To test-I isten to the result, use the order PLAY. Technically 

the order results In the object being sorted';<L.e. a.11 LT-terms are 

arranged In the right.order- translated to EMS-code, recorded on, 

magnet Ie tape, and re-created I nthe stud 10, 

To erase errors the principle in EMS-I Is to rewrite. If you have 

written for example: 

LT(2100) fG{4,44(6,92J>CHA( I ,1(6(6Y; 

LT(54(60) FG(6,356,7(6.3):>CHAC4); 

and want to change 92 into 80: 

First. find out after which LT-term the fault· Is, then in which devIce. 

and finally in which parameter. 

If you are writing a text, the LT-term with the error is found by 

wr i t I ng L T (2100). Consequent I y, I f Is poss I b I e to correct errors 

anytime anywhere in the existing text. After having found the LT-term, 

the device is found by writing Its name - In this· case the frequency 

generator no 4 - followed by the parameters of "h\l.e device, including 

the corrected parameter. Write: 

LT(2100'FG(4,440,80) or LT{21 iUlfG{4 ,,8~L 
and the error Is corrected. 
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6.3 CLEAR 
At the console the order NOLLST~LL (set to zerolcan be used to 
make sure that no old settings are left when the creation of a 
new sound is starting. The corresponding command In EMS-I Is CLEAR. 

SUMMING UP OF ELEMENTS IN EMS-I 

Dev Ice terms: 
AM(NO,ENTRY,LEVEL) 
CD(NO;CHANNEL, LEVEll 
CHA(NO,LEVELl 
FF(NO,FILTERCHANNEL,LEVEL) 
FG(NO,FREQUENCY,LEVEL,WAVESHAPE) 
NG(NO,UVEL,COLOURI,COLOURZ) 
RD(NO,CHANNEL,LEVEL) 
REV(NO,REVTIM,LEVEL) 
RM(NO,ENTRY,LEVEL) 

Studio points: 

Commands: 

FS 
FG3,FG6,FG9,FGIZ,FGI5,FGI8,FGZI,FGZ4 

CLEAR 

TEMP-commands: 
PLAY 

Local time: 
LT(MS1,LT(SEC,MS} 

Envelope terms: 

Observe that LT(I,5) means the same as 
L T( I ,005 }, not L T( I ,500) • 

ENV(LEVEL,LEVEL,MS,CURVESHAPE,STEP) 
Z 

D(MS) 

GI issando terms: 
GLI S( FREQUENCY, FREQUENCY ,CURVESHAPE, STEP) ~,_' 
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Step terms: 
ESTEP(MS) 
GSTEP(MS) 

EXIT stops the run and starts EMS-I for a new program. 

15. 

>.1/,&' stand between elements in connection chains, envelope chains, and 
gl issando chains. If the chain continues over several I ines, it 
shal I be divided so that one of these signs Is the last on the line. 

; ought to end each cha in. 

~ can be used in FG- and FF-terms. 

'COMMENTARY' shal I be used relatively often. Otherwise you wi I I very soon 
forget what a program is about. 

·p 



Examples of error printouts 

In the fol lowing there are some examples of error printouts. The first 

example is commented here. 

i' 

FI 

'\ erases the ':pr~ceed,I.J'Igc$,~.glh Clqrnm~nta,r i ~ can be I nserted between sing I e 

apostrophes (' ... '1. It is a g<x>d hab'lt to wr I te in the commentary what the 

program Is about as a help for the memory. 

: PART (QNEl 

:LT(~) 

:FG(I,23~b2~l>CHA(I,I~~l; 

, FG( I ,23~1f) 

¢2 ¢I I ILLEGAL DELIMITER 

!FG( I ,23¢,2~l 

! 

: 'ERROR NOW CORRECTED' 

The lines I and 2 are correct, but in the th I rd II ne fhere I s an error. 

The composer I s to I d so by the computer after he has wr Itten the th i rd I I ne 

and made a car"rlage return. The error printout of the computer shows the 
,A ,'- ""'_~ _ '_," ,; _!l~-

composer bbth the symoo I'\vherecthe'oer,ror I s, and the symbo I wh I ch thereafter 

Is correct, and with which the composer shall end the corrections. 

On a new line the code for the error Is written with two numbers and the 

description of the error 'ILLEGAL DELIMITER'. The error In this case is that 

the symbol for disconnection has been written as a punctuation mark In a 

frequency generator term. The composer corrects the error by rewriting the 

full FG-term, when the computer has told him that it is ready to receive 

corrections by writing an exclamation sign In the beginning of a new line. 

After the correction ,the composer makes carriage return, and the computer 

writes a colon In the ,beginning of the following line, thereby informing that 

It Is ready to receive more EMS-I text, which in this case is placed before 

the term CHA(I,I¢~). 



: PARTC EELU) 
:;"'TCO) 
:FGC 1, 100#.':10,5) 

FGCl,100# ) 

F:-'l S 1 V 1 • 3 
IJA)1E OF I.\JPUTFILF? 

I~TFRACTIUF MODE? rFS OR ~O? 

02 011 ILLEGAL DELIMITER 
!FGC 1, 100,fHJ,S) 

:FGC7,A,75) 
FGC7,A, ) 

02 012 ILLEGAL PARAMETER 

: 'FIE sr:-'lBOL A IS RFSFRI)ED TO DENOTE' IV) F'i\)TRr I~ A:-'l- OR RMTFRM~' 

rES 

: FGC 1.J 2~.J 3., L!.J 5) 
FGC 

01 

: PMiTC 2) 
: FG ( 1 -' 2.J :3.J LJ -' 5) 

FGC 1 .... 2",3",,!.J,, ) 

I~TFRACTIVE' MODF? YFS OR \)O? 

PART COMMA~D FIRST THING IN A PLOCK! 

82 01q ILLE.GAL ~UMBER OF PARAMFTFRS 
!FGe 1.,2,,3.1 /1) 

:FGC25,10(1) 
FG(25, ) 

02 121 
!FG(2/~.JI00) 

:FG( 1(', IfCH1f) 
FGC 16, 160(0) 

02 (;~J.2. 

!FG( 1(, 1599,J( 
FGC 16, 15099 ( 

82 011 
! FG ( 1 6, 1 5999 ) 

: FGC3" ,3) 
Fl~(8.J.J.J8) 

02 023 
! FGCS.1 -'.J 7) 
! 
:FG( 12" 12(1.25) 

FG( 12" 120.2'» 

: FGC H~" 120) 

I LLEGI',L DEVI CE ,\JUMPER 

ILLEGAL FREOUE,\!CY GF")E'RATOR FRFOUPJCY 

ILLEGAL DFLIMITFR 

ILLEGAL FREOUF.\JCY GENERATOR I"!'\\JFFORM 

ILLEGAL FREOUE\JCY GENERATOR INTFNSITY 

F2 



: FFC 1,20, 121) 
FFC 1,29, ) 

02 121 
! FFC 1,28, 121) 

FF( 1, 28, 1 2 1 ) 
02 033 
!FF( 1,213, 120) 

: AMP( 3) 
AMP( 3) 

02 121 
!AMP(2) 

: FG( 21j) > CclA( 1) ; 

; 
02 051 

ILLEGAL DEVICF NUMBER 

ILLEGAL FREQUENCY FILTFR INTFNSITY 

ILLEGAL DEVI CF NUMBER 

ILLEGAL C DI S-) CONNECTION 
!FG(2!;»FG24>CHA( J); 

:REII(2,16,90) 
REII( 2, 1 f" ) 

02 062 
! REII( 2,15,90) 

: REV( 2, 0,130) 
REV( 2, 0, 130) 

02 (163 
!REV(2,0,120) 

: 1)( ) 
D( ) 

02 070 
!D(100) 

: D( 0) 
D( 0) 

02 071 
! D( 1) 

D( 1) 

02 245 
! ESTEP( 1) 
! D( 1) 

:NG( 1,90,BLUE) 
NG( 1,90, BLUE 

04 020 
!N'G( 1,90,Al 
NG(I,90,A) 

02 031 
!NGC 1,90, PINK) 

:NG( 1, 150) 
NG(I,150) 

02 OS2 
!l'JG( 1, 120) 

: AiVj( 3, B, 1 (J0) 
AM( 3, ) 

(12 121 
!A',Vj( 2, PINK) 
AM(2,PINK) 

02 092 
! AMC 2, B, 170) 

AlYJC 2, P, 170) 
02 093 

ILLEGAL REVFRPATION TIMF 

I LLFGAL REVERBATI ON INTFN 51 TY 

TIMF MI SSI"JG IN D-TFRM 

ILLEGAL TI MF 

ENV OR GLISTIME LESS THAN STFP 

SY,~POL NOT DEFINED 

ILLEGAL NOISE COLOUR 

ILLEGAL NOISE INTFWSITY 

ILLEGAL DEVI CF NllMBt~R 

ILLEGAL AMPLI TUDE MODULATOR EIlTRY 

ILLEGAL AcYJPLITUD MODULATOR INTE\JSITY 

F3 



:R,VJ( 1, PINK,90) 
RMC I,PINK, 

02 102 
!RVJ( 1, B, 140) 

EM ( 1, B, 1 /,0) 
02 1(03 
!RlVJ( 1,8, 120) 

: C D( 1, Ij, 1 50) 
CD(I,Lj,150) 

02 112 

:ATC3,-10) 
AT(3,-If) 

02 15(l 
!ATC3,10) 

,CHA( 1, 10(0) 
CHA( 1, HJO(~) 

02 142 
!CHA( 1, 10L)) 

: E5TFP( Cj) 
E5TEP(0) 

02 201 
!E5TEP( 10) 

I LLFGAL RI\)G MODULATOR ENTRY 

ILLEGAL RING MODULATOR liJTPJSITY 

I LLEGAL CHANNEL 01 5TRI PUTOR I NTF'\) 51 TY 

ILLEGAL NIlALOG TAPE PilTPJSITY 

I LLEGAL CHANNEL I NTEN 51 TY 

ILLEGAL E5TFP UALUE 

:FG( l»E:NU( 1(10, 120); 
>ENU( 100, 121'); 

02 241 ILLFGAL ENU SYNTAX 
!FG( 1»EiIl\l( 100,80, 1000) 

: >EiIlU( 1 (10, 130, 1000) 
>ENU( 100, 13(il, ) 

02 2/!2 ILLEGAL ENU AMPLI TUDE 
! > ENU( 100, 12(1, 10(0) 

:>ENU(8C),110,0) 
>ENV(80, 110,0) 

02 2/j5 ENU OR GLISTIME LESS THAN STEP 

:>ENU( i 10),106,10,10) 
>ENU( 110, 1(16, 10, 10) 

02 247 ILLEGAL ENUELOPE TYPE 
!>F\JU( 110, 101', 1(;,9) 

:ENVU30,96,100G) 
ElIlU( 

02 . 251 lIlO DEVI CE TO ENV GI \lEN 

:LTC-5,17G) 
LTC-5, ) 

012 2fd 
!LT(S,17G) 

: GSTEP( -/1) 

GSTEP( - ij) 

02 271 
!GSTEP(4) 

ILLEGAL LOCAL TIME VALUE 

ILLEGAL GSTEP UALUE 

: FE ( 1, 28 ) > GL I S (/, 4 0, 88 [1, 1 [1 (10) ; 
>GLIS( ) 

02 3[11 NO DEVICE TO GLISSANDO GIUEN 
!EG( I"S2»GLI S( Ij4G,SfjO, lGOG); 

F4 



:EG( 7»GLI:'C I); 
>GLISC I); 
3,)2 02 ILLEGAL GLISSY~TA~ 

!F'G(7»GLIS( 100,300,21(0) 

:EGCF))>GLISC300,100,0) 
> GLI SC 300, 1 [~0, 0) 

02 2~5 ENV OR GLISTIMF LESS THAN STEP 
!>GLI SC 300,100,300, -10) 

>GLI S( 300,100,300, - H)) 
02 30~ ILLEGAL GLIS TYPE 
! > GLI SC 30(1, 100, 300, -9) 

: > GLI SC 0, 160~10, 3(0(10, -lj) 
> GLI SC 0,16000, ) 

02 305 ILLEGAL GLIS EREOUENCY 
!>GLISCO,15999,3vJ,Je,,-fj) 

F5 
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EMS-2 

7. Working procedures 

7. I Gen'era I 
In the following one of several possible working procedures is 
described. It Is based on the assumption that a composer creates his 
music structure by letting, as a basis, a group of single tones 
compose a sound-object, and that he further creates his structure 
with the he I p of such sound-obj ects. The sing I e tones we ca I' I 
sounds, a group of sounds an object, and a group of objects a PART. 

With this technique the composer can bui Id up a structure in the 
form of a ser I es of objects and PARTS. He can al so work in two 
steps, i.e. first bui Id up a conditional series of objects, and, 
later on, place these objects In the right order with the help 
of their names. 

7.2 TEMP, ACC, and AUX 
The con so I e works in such a way that a sound I s stored ina reg i ster, 
which In its turn is transferred to and storedon,adigital tape. 
Our Lng PLAY the i nformat i on passes a buffer memory, before it' is 
restored In the register, and recreates the sound. What in EMS-2 
best corresponds to the register of the console, is cal led TEMP, 
ACC, and AUX. EMS-2 has, In other words, three different storages 
where the console has one. This can be used so that a sound is built 
up in TEMP and transferred to ACC (the command is MIX or APP). A new 
sound can be,built up in TEMP, and the two sounds 'be mixed and brought 
back to ACC. The composer also has access to a test-mixing, where he 
can I isten to the result and maybe change the latest sound. This 
differs from the final mixing, where the result cannot be divided 
again. He must, of course, make sure that the object is mixable, i.e. 
that one object does not use a device, which is also used in the 
other one. When one PART is completed, you write END, and the contents 
in ACC Is transferred to a magnetic tape. 

~., 
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7.3 Transmission of a sound in TEMP to ACC 
A sound in TEMP is transferred to ACC via the command MIX(START). 
Technically, the command causes a sorting of the sound in TEMP, 
I.e. the sound is transferred to ACC. TEMP is prepared to have a 
new sound put in. (START) indicates the tIme reference for the 
sound in TEMP, when TEMP is sorted together with a possible previous 
content In ACC. When the sounds In TEMP and ACC are mixed, they 
consequently need not start at the same time. ACC always starts at 
LT(~), while TEMP for instance can be shifted 20 ms by writing 
MIX(2~). 

7.4 Test-mixing 
When the composer wants to test-listen to a mixing he uses the command 
TRY(STARTl. If he Is satisfied with the result and wants to make a 
definite mixing, he uses MIX(STARTl. Otherwise, he can make TRY with 
another starting time or use CLEAR. 

7.5 CLEAR and CLEAR(MIX) 
The command CLEAR causes an erasure in TEMP of the 0 i d S9tt i ngs. 
In the same way ACC can be erased by the order CLEAR(MIX). Both 

TEMP and ACC can be erased at the same time with the order CLEAR(ALL). 
However, CLEAR does not change anycsettlngs alri3adyexisting in ACC, 
nor CLEAR(MIX) anything remaining from a previous block. At MIX, CLEAR 
occurs too. At END, CLEAR(MIX) occurs. 
Observe that PART (NUMBER) is not erased, being no setting. 

7.6 The setting to zero of TEMP at MIX can be neutralized if KEEP follows 
immediately. The same Is val id for ACC if KEEP(MIX) follows immediately 
after END. This can be explained by saying that after a CLEAR you 
start aga in', in TEMP and wr I te over the lines, wh i ch used to be there, 
but after KEEP you continue to write where you ended. If, for instance, 
you want to sort in the same obj set at different times, you can wr i te 
MIX(time I); KEEP (to regain the object); MIX(time 2), etc. 

7.7 The console order SPELA (play) is In EMS-2 equivalent to PLAY, PLAY(MIX), 
PLAY(ALL), PLAY(ONE), and PLAY(ONE,TWO). 

7.8 
~, 

The command PLAY means that the sound built up In"TEMP is played. 
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7.9 The command PLAY(MIX) means that the sound stored In ACC is played. 

7.10 The command PLAY(ALLl means that all ready PARTS are played. Thereafter 
ACC Is played. 

7." The command PLAY(PART I, PART 2) means that the part of the composition, 
which starts with PART I and ends with PART 2, Is played. PLAY(PART I) 
means that the part PART lis played. 

7.12 If you want to see the sound bui It up In TEMP as a sound-object with 
Its own object-name, you give the sound this object-name by the order 
SAVE(NAME), for insTance SAVE(ADAMl. The corresponding text is Then 
stored on the DEC-tape. 

7.13 If, instead of creating a new sound in TEMP, you want to recall a 
previous sound, which has been given an object-name and thus been 
transformed into an object, use the command CALL(NAME), for instance 
CALL(ADAM). If you, furthermore, want the text of the object ADAM 
wrl"itten out on the commentary medium, this is made by TOP(NAME) 
fol lowed by LOOK(NUMBER), where NUMBER Is an integer, the number" of 
lines you want to have a look at. 

7.14 An object Is added to an object by the command APP, meaning that the 
object stored In TEMP Is appended after the object stored In ACO. 
If, for I nstance, you have f I rstca I I ed the obj eet ADAM3 to TEMP 
and then stored ADAM3 In ACe with the order MIX~START), you can let 
ADAM3 be followed by the object ADAM4 by cal ling ADAM4 to TEMP, 
fol lowed by the command APP: 
TOP(ADAM3) TOP(ADAM4) 
LOOK(30) LOOK( 50) 
CALLCADAM3 ) 
MIX(;:6) 

CALLCADAM4l 
APP 

7.15 If you are uncertain If It sounds good to let ADAM3 be fol lowed by 
ADAM4, you can firST test-listen to the objecT succession by using 
the command TRAPP (short for TRY and APP), whereupon you can definitely 
decide with the order APP. 

;;-, 
7.16 To better understand the different commands used in order to get 

orientated In an already stored material, for example The object in 
your own objecT I ibrary, we inTroduce poinTer, a computer technical 
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conception. A pointer points to what is to be used In a coming 
operation. The pointer can be made to point at the first I ine in 
a fi Ie named NAME, and this file contains - or is - the object. 
This is done by the command TOP(NAME). The composer can then do 
something with the object with this name, for Instance read in 
I ines from it with an IN-command. He then receives these 01 ines from 
the file and does not have to write what is written there on the 
commentary medium. Within the object the pointer can point out the 
different lines, and the composer can then v i a command s do somethi ng 
with the I ine the pointer points at, for instance move the pointer 
to the next line by;ea SKI P-command. After TOP(ADAM), where thEl po inter 
is placed in the beginning of the object ADAM, the pointer can be 
moved to point ,at line 51 with the help of SKIP(50). 

At this point we wi II also introduce another technical conceptibn. 
Saying that an object is in TEMP means that the object is stored on 
a disk, owhich we from now on wil I cal I the TEMP-disk. Consequently, 
an object I s not automat lea II yin TEMP because iti s wr itten out on 
the teletype. If the composer only wants to have a look at what he 
has written in the object, it is enough to write it on the teletype, 
and the object needs not be in TEMP. 

To have a look at an object use the command TOP(NAME), followed by 
LOOK(NUMBER). The number of I ines of the object asked <f6r, are then 
written out on the teletype. The first I ine written out is also the 
first I ine of the object. If, however, the first 20 I ines are not 
to be Ivritten out, but only the ten I ines from 21 to 30, write: 
TOP(NAME) 
SKIP(20) 
LOOK( 1!2I) 

or 

TOP(NAME) 
SKI p(30l 
LOOK( I iO l 
SKIP(2) 
LOOK( 5) 
etc. etc. 

The difference between only looking at the object and to also have 
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it In TEMP, Is that you cannot transfer to ACC an object which is not 
in TEMP. To be able to perform commands I ike MIX, the object must 
be in TEMP. We place an object in TEMP with the command CALLCNAME). 
The whole object Is then read in to the TEMP-disk. If we do not need 
to have the ful I object In TEMP, we can use the orders INCNUMBER) 
and SKIPCNUMBERl. The order SKIP is consequently used both for excluding 
something in an object on the teletype and for ex~luding something on 
the TEMP-disk. On the other hand, the command LOOK has been replaced 
by the command IN, for reading Into the TEMP-file. We can consequently 
write: CALLCADAMl if we want to have the whole object on the TEMP-disk. 
If we only want to have the first ten lines, we write: 

TOP(ADAM) 
I NC I iiJ) 
If we first want to look at an object In order to possibly later on 
read in only parts of the object on the TEMP-disk, we can, for instance, 
write I ike this: .d 

TOPCADAM) 
LOOKC I iiJiiJiiJ) 
TOP(ADAM) 
SKIPC I) 
I NCZiiJ) 
SKIPC3iiJ) 
I NCZ7) 
The lines 2 to 21 plus the lines 52 to 78 have then been read into 
the TEMP-disk and can then be made into an object with its own name 
with the order SAVECNAME). 

Even if it is necessary that the object is stored in TEMP to be able 
to transfer it to ACC, it is not necessary that the object is in TEMP 
to be able to correct errors in it. The fol lowing error correction 
procedure can be used. 

The first line in an object is wrong. We call the object to the display 
by TOP, fol lowed by a LOOK. We observe that the first I ine is wrong. 
With the order SKIP(I) we eliminate the first I ine and write in the 
correct one. Thereafter we use the command IN and thereby read the 
obj ect to TEMP. 

,. 
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TOP(ADAM) 
LOOK( 5l 
SKIP( I) 
CLEAR 
LT(I,44Ql,80,2) 
IN(56) 

The fifth line is the correct text. The command CLEAR is made if 
we want to store the corrected version of the object in the 
I ibrary again, but avoid to get any old terms, possibly already 
in TEMP. 

A last example: 
To correct an error in an object in the object library, for instance. 
use waveshape 4 instead of 2 in generator no 5 starting to sound at 
LT<20Ql0l and written in line 14 In the object ADAM3, and make this 
correction on the TEMP-disk, write: 
I. TOP(ADAM3) 
2. LOOK( 2Qll 
3. I N(\ 3) 
4. SKIP( I) 
5. LT(2Ql0QllFG(5,263,83,4) 
6. IN(27) 

Commentary: 
Line 2. LOOK writes out the text of the object on the display. 

Line 3. The number in the parenthesis tel Is how many I ines we want 
to have read in. 

Line 4. Skip the err~eous line •. 

Line 5. Enter the correct text. 

Line 6. Read in the rest of the text of ADAM3. 

Always choose a number rather on the large side so that you make 
sure that al I I ines can be included. 

7. 17 I f we have made such important changes that we wan"t to give the 
object a new name, we use the commands: 
SAVE(EVA) 
ERASE(ADAM) 
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meaning that the new name Is EVA and that ADAM is erased on the DT.(Be 
careful in using ERASE, as it erases the whole object ADAM. You must be 
positive that you will not need It again.) 

7 • 18 PART< NUMBER J a nd END. 

7.19 

The composer can join his objects into parts ot a composition, here called 
PART(NUMBERJ. For technical reasons the composer must always start the 
creation of the first sound with the command PART(NUMBER), for instance 
PART(ONE). AI so for techn ica I reasons, he must not use more than about 
14000 changes within each PART of the composition. A PART is ended with the 
command END. There are no technical obstacles to be generous with the num-
ber·of PARTS, the composition is divided into. After END, the part is on 
magnetic tape under the name given after PART, and in such a form that it 
can be played in the studio immediately. The next PART comes immediately 
after END, and keeps a I I the va lues wh ich the preceedi ng PART has left. 

The command STDTIM, standard time, al lows a variation of the tempo in 
which the composition is to be played. The reference for the tempo is 
wr i tten as STOTt M( I i/li/li/l), mean i ng that the compos i t ion is played in the 
tempo<.dec i ded by i nd i cat i on of the Loca I time terms. The number 1000 stands 
here for 1000 ms, and the term means that programmed 1000 ms sha II be per-
formed during 1000 ms, I.e. without any modifications. If we write 
STDTIM(2i/li/li/l) the tempo has been doubled, as 2000 msnow isto be played 
within. 1000 ms. The corresponding command to play the composition with 
half speed is naturally STDTIM(5i/li/lh STOTIM can consequently be considered 
as a metronome tempo, more precisely the number of "beats with the length 
of a formal mi II isecond" during one second real time. STDTtM Is of import-
ance only to the play-commands and is val id for al I performances until it 
is rechanged. 

Exerc i se 4: 

A. 
Rea I i ze the two short compos i t ions descr i bed in the fo I low i ng diagrams: 

Hz 

-
1000 

500 



GI 
FI 
~I 
01 
GI 

B. 
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How to so Ive exerc i se 4. 
(d i agrarriAl 

PART(TWOl 
LT(lZil 
FG3&FG6&FG9&FGIZ>CHA(I,llZilZil; 
FG( I, IlZilZilFG(Z,ZlZilZilFG(3,3QilZilFG(4,41ZiIZilFG(5,51Zi1Zi1; , 
FG(6,61Zi1Zi)FG(7,71ZiIZilFG(8,81Zi1Zi)FG(9,91Zi1Zi)FG(IIZi,llZilZilZil; 
FG ( 1 1 , 1 1121121) FG ( I 2, 12121121) ; 
LT(IZi) FG(4, ,81Zi»D(41Zi1Zi1Zi») 
LT(Z,) FG(6,,81Zi»D(41Zi1Zi1Zi)j 
LT(3,) FG(8,,81Zi)>D(31Zi1Zi1Zi); 
LT(5,) FG(Z, ,81Zi»D(ZIZiIZiIZi); 
LT(7,) FG(IZ,,8IZil>D(ZIZiIZiIZi)j 
LT (7 ,51Zi1Zil FG( 9" 8121 )>i)(Z51Zi1Zi )'J 

LT(8,) FG(6,,81Zi»D(IIZiIZiIZi)j 
LT(8,51ZiIZil FG(4,,8IZil>D( 151ZilZilj 
LT( 1121,5121121) 

LT(IZ,l 
LT(13,) 
L T( 13, 5QilZi ) 

FG(4,,81Zi»D(75QilZil; 
FG(6,,81Zi»D(71Zi1Zi1Zi); 
FG(8,,81Zi»D(651ZiIZil; 
FG(12,,81Zi»D(551ZiIZilj 
FG(5,,81Zi)>-D( 11121121121); 
FG(7,,81Zi»D(7~1Zi1Zi); 

FG(9,,81Zi»D(5500)j 

, 

cant. 
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LT(14,) 

LT<21,l 

MIX 
ENO 

FG( 1121, ,8i21l>0(9i21i21i21); 

FG( 2,25121,8121 »0 (4121121121) j 

8. Macros and variables 

8. I Macros 
To real ize the diagram B the fol lowing Is done. 
CI, 01, etc. stand for tones in the one marked octave: 
PART <ONE) 

LT<i21) FG3>CHA(I,li2Ii2I); 

FG( I ,262,8121,3 »0 (4i21i21l; 

L T< 5121121) FG ( I , ,8121 »0 (4121121); 

LT(I,5i21i21) FG<3,33i21,8i21»0(4i21i1J); 

LT(2,l FG(2,294,8i21,3»0(4i1Ji1Jl; 

LT(2,5i21i21l FG(2,,8i21»0(4i21i21); 

24. 

After only three seconds, we remark that this is getting laborious 
Is there no other way? 

There are few frequencies and few durations. For each of these 
repeated sounds, it is possible to define so called macros for 
the corresponding terms or group of terms. With the help of macros 
the sequence would look as below;. 

In the lines 2-6 we give the names CI, 01, etc. to the five FG-terms 
that need to be used. I n line 7-9 names are given to the three 
O-terms needed. In the fol lowing CI can be written instead of the 
ful I term, etc. and a more readable program with less labour is 
ach leved. 

PART(ONEl 

2 CI ="FG( I ,262,8121,3)"; 

3 01 ="FG( 2, 294,8121,3)"; 

4 EI="FG(3,33i21,8i21,3)"; 

5 FI="FG(4,349,8121,3)"; 

.6 GI="FG(5,392,8121,3)"; 

7 OURI9~"0(19i21i21)"; 
~. 

8 DUR9="0 (9i21iZ1)"; 

9 OUR4="0(4i21iZ1l"; 

cont. 
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LT(0)FG(I~6»CHA(I,100); 

CI>DUR4; 

L T(500)C I>DUR4; 

LTC I, )CI>DUR4; 

LTC I ,500)EI>DUR4; 

LT(2, )DI>DUR4; 

LT(2,500)DI>DUR4; 

L TC3, )D I>DUR4; 

LT(3,500)FI>DUR4; 

LTC4, )EI>DUR4j 

L T(4 ,500) E I>DUR4; 

LTC 5, ) D I >DUR4; 

L T( 5,500) D I>DUR4; 

LT(6,lCI>oURI9 

SAVE(ADAM) 

CLEAR 

LT(0)FG( I >6)>CHA{ 1,100); 

EI>DUR4 ; 

LTC, 500) E I7DUR4; 

LTC I, )EI>DUR4; 

LT(I,500)EI>OUR4; 

-LH2, lGI>DUR9; 

L TC3, ) FI:>DUR9; 

LTC4, lDI>DUR4; 

LT(4,500lDI>DUR4j 

LTC5, lDI>DUR4j 

LT(5,500)DI>DUR4; 

L i( 6, l F I:> DUR9 ;-

LTC 7 ,)EI:>DUR9j 

SAVE(BERTI L) 

CLEAR 

CALUADAMl 

MIX 

CALUBERTIL) 

MIX(8000l 

CALUADAM) 

MIX(16000) 

PLAY(MIX) 

END 

25. 
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8.2 

26. 

Here we define the two objects ADAM and BERTIL. We then make a 
CLEAR to set the TEMP-fi Ie to zero as initial condition. The 
symbol tabJe is not concerned by CLEAR and the macro definitions 
r.emaln therefore. 
By CALL(ADAMl the sound object ADAM Is read. 
By MIX, ADAM is transferred to ACC. The effect I s a I so the same as 
after CLEAR, and after CALL( BERT I L) the sound obj ect BERT I Lis The 
only remaining object in TEMP. By MIX(8121121121) BERTIL is inserted 8 
seconds into ACC. The sound object ADAM returns after 16 seconds 
from the beginning of ACC. 

A macro is defined in the fol lowing way: 
macro-name·': "a text wh ich can be terms or group of terms"; 
The name shall consist of maximum six letters and/or numbers, 
out of which The first must be a letter. 

Exercise 5: 
We want to create a tonica-dominant-subdomlnant sequence (T-D-T-S) 
and want it to sound with three different levels, 70, 80, and 90 dB. 
A frequency table is in appendix 3. 

How.to solve exercise 5. 

PART (TWO) 

FREMAT="FG( I ,262, ,3); FG(2,33121, ,3); FG.(3 ,392, ,3)"; 
FREMADd"FG(3,392, ,3); FG(2, 494,3); FGt I ,587, ,3);" 
FREMAS="FG( I ,262,,3); FG(2,21218, ,3); FGO, 175, ,3);" 

NIVI~"FG( 14--3,,7121)"; 
NIV2="FG( 1 .... 3,,8121)"; 
NIV3="FG( 1+-3, ,9121)"; 
NIV,,"NIVI"; 
SEKVMA="L T( 121) ; N I V; FREMAT; LT(2, 5121121) FREMAD; 
L T(4, ) FREMAT; L T( 6, ) FREMAS; FG(l4-3 »D( 15121121) ;" 
LT(l2IlFG3">CHA( I, 1121121); 
SEKVMA 
MIX(I2I) 
NIV="NIV2" 
SEKVMA 
MIX(5121121) 

~ .. 

cont. 
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NIV="NIV3" 
SEKVMA 
M IX( 15000) 
PLAY(MIX) 
END 

27. 

Observe that NIV and SEKVMA are macros; which In their turn call 
other macros. When SEKVMA Is called, it calls In its turn NIV, 
whiCh calls NIVI, which sets the level to 70 dB In the fitrst three 
frequency generators. The control is returned to SEKVMA, which 
then calls FREMAT, and :so on. TEMP 15 sorted over to ACC by MIX(¢). 
After this TEMP is CLEARed, but the macro definitions still remain 
In the symbol table. The macro NIV Is redefined and executes NIV2, 
next time It is used by SEKVMA. By MIX(750¢1 the Fesult from SEKVMA 
is sorted, i.e. a series of chords, now with the level 80 dB into 
ACK. The th I rd chord sequence is rea I I zed in the same way with N I V3 
and MIX( 15000l. 

8.3 OLD 
In a case where the ·startlng value of an envelope- or gl issando term 
is the same as that of the previous term, it is possible to write 
OLD instead. I f you want to sh i ft the va I ue ofa preceed i ng term, 
for instance with 10 upwards or downwards,write··OLD+I~ resp OLO-J'0. 
Exampl e: 
LT(0) 
FG( I, 100,0l>·ENV<OLD, 100,50a),2)::.ENV(OLD;'OLD, 100» 

ENV(OLD,50,500,2»Z; 
LT(1800)FG(I,OLD-50,100»ENV(OLD+10,0,600,3)j 
Observe that OLD is no variable and therefore must be used solely 
in ENV-, GLIS-, and device-terms. 

8.4 Constants 
In EMS-2 there is a possibil ity to signify numerical values with 
a symbol instead of stating them explicitly, i.e. give a name to the 
numerical value. This Is done in the fol lowing way: 
KALLE=44¢; 
ANDERS=23 
AI =440 

cant. 



MF=70;F=80;FFM=90; 

A0=220;F0=175,CI=262; 

EI=330;GI=392;HI=494; 

D2=582; 

The solution to the exercise above can then be written I ike this: 

FREMAT="FG ( I ,C I ,,3) FG(2, FI , ,3 )EGO ,G 1,,3)"; 

FREMAD="FGO,GI ,,3)FG(2,HI ,,31FG( 1,02,,31", 

FREMAS="FG( I ,CI ,,3JFG(2,A0,,3)FG(3,F9), ,31"; 

N I V I =" FG ( I ~ 3. , MF)" , 

NIV2="FG( f~3"F)", 

N I V3="FG( 1 .... 3, ,FFM)", 

8.5 Variables 

It is possible, if desired, to give numerical values to names and 

use the name in the place of the figures. 

AB= 100; 

FG( I,AB), 

AB=200; 

FG( I,AB), 

If you write AB==17 the variable AB is protected from furtber changes. 

This possibil ity to change values is especially useful in connection 

with macros. This can be illustrated by realizing the example in 6.1 

( EMS-I) ina .more simp I e way: 

PART(ONEJ 

CLEAR 

LT(0) 

MI ="FG( NR, FREQ, NiV.¢ CHfI~NO, 100l;"; 

NR=I ,FREQ=200,NIV=70;NO=I, 

MI; 

NR=4,FREQ=3~~,NIV,,67;NQ .. 2;, .. 
MI, 

NR= 7, FREQ=400, N I V=64; NO-3; 

MI, 

NR=10,FREQ=600;NIV=61;NO=4, 

MI, 

LT00, )CHAt I »Z, 
~., 

cbnt. 
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SAVE(ADAM) 

MIX(0) 

PLAY(MIX) 

ENDj 

. Exerc i se 6: 

29. 

Real ize the chord example in the same way by using 3 macros Instead 

of 8. 

How to sol~e exercise 6: 

PART(TWQ) 

FREMAA="FG( I ,FREQI , ,3) FG(2, FREQ2 ,,3) FG<3 j FREQ3, ,3)"; 

N I Y AA=" FG( I~ 3 "DB ):.CHA (I , 100 ):.D (7500)"; 

SEKVMA="L T<0l N I VAA; FREQ 1=262; FREQ2=330; 

FREQ3=392;FREMAA; 

LT(2,500)FREQ2=294jFREQI=587;FREMAA; 

L T<4, ) FREQ 1=262; FREQ2=330j FREMAIA; 

LT(6,lFREQ2~208;FREQ3=175;FREMAAj" 

LT(0) 

DB=70jSEKVMAj 

MIX(0) 

DB=80; SEKYMAj 

MIXt7500) 

DB=90; SEKVMAj 

M IX( 15000) 

PLAy(MIX) 

END 

The so cal led macro expansion of SEKVMA looks as fol lows: 
LT(0) 

FG ( 1<!o-3" DB ):.CHA ( I , I 00 »D /7 500) j 

FREQI=262;FREQ2=330j etc., 

i.e. all that the used macros have done. By MIX(7500) all will 

therefore be sorted in again starting at 7.5 seconds, but we wi I I 

first give the variable DB a new value, 80. In th~··same way the 

chord sequency is sorted in at 15 seconds wt"th the level 90. Another 

var i at ion is that the durat i on 'i s set on a CHA-term I n the I eve I-macro. 
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30. 

Exerc ise 7: 

Rea I I z e the examp Ie be I ow .1 tis not a I lowed to use other va ria b I es 

than OLD: 

2 

How.to solve. exercise 7: 

PART<THREE) 

CLEAR 

MI="ENVIOLD,OLD+10,300l>ENVIOLD,OLD-2~,7~8)"; 

LT<~) 

FGI 1,1 ~8, 98, 6 }>M I>M I>MI>MI>MI>M I>CHA(I , I ~0); 

SAVE<DESCND) 

MIX 

PLAYIMIX) 

END 

sek 
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Exercise 8: 
Real ize the example below: 

CHA( I ) 

o 2 3 

Hz relativ begynnelsefrekvens 

31 • 

CHA(2) 

4 5 6 7sek 

4: 7 sek 
( I~ t-.... =======~===:::-------------------I ... 

. , 

( 

-50 

dB 
90 

80 
o 4 7 sek 

-~ .-~--,,~,- .. _- --------~--

Channel I and channel 2 shal r vary between 8~ and I~~ dB accord ing to 
the first figure. The frequency generators are given the fol lowing 
starting frequencies: FG(I) 400 Hz 

FG(2) 590 Hz 
FG(3) 780 Hz 

Each of these three frequenc i es are deduced with 60 Hz accord i ng fo 
the second figure. The level of the three frequencies goes from 90 
to 80 dB.during the seven seconds the sound lasts. 



How to solve exercise 8: 
PART(FOUR) 
CLEAR 
LT(¢) 
FG(I,4¢¢)&FG(2,59¢)&FG(3,780» 
ENV(9¢,80,7000» 
GLIS(OLD,OLD-10,3000» 
GL i S (OLD, OLD-40, 1000» 
GLIS(OLD,OLD-10,3000); 
FG3>CHA( I »ENV C 100,96, 5500»ENVC96, 80,1500); 
FG3>CHA(2»ENV(80,96,)500»ENVC96,100,550¢); 
SAVECSWOCHE) 
MIX 
PLAY(MIX) 
END 

SUMMARY OF ELEMENTS IN EMS-2 

Device terms: 
AM(NO, ENTRY, LEVEll 
RDCNO,CHANNEL, LEVEll 
CD(NO,CHANNEL;LEVELl 
CHA(NO, LEVEll 
FFC NO, F ILTERCHANNEL, LEVEll 
FGCNO,FREQUENCY, LEVEL, WAVEFORM) 
NG(NO,~EVEL,COLOURI,COLOUR2) 

REV(NO,REVTIM,LEVEL) 
RM(NO,ENTRY,LEVEL) 

Studio points: 

Commands: 

FS 
FG3, FG6, FG9"FG 12, FGI5, FG 18, FG21 , FG24 

APP 
CLEAR, CLEAR(MIX), CLEAR(ALLl 
DELETE(SYMBOL) 
KEEP, KEEP(MIX), KEEP(ALLJ 
MIX(HME) 
STDTlM(MS) 

32. 

~., 
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TEMP commands: 
CALL( FI LENA~1E) 
ERASE(FILENAME) 
I N( LI NENUMBER) 
LOOK(LINENUMBERl 
PLAY, PLAY(MIX), PLAY(PARTNAME), PLAYCPARTI ;'PART2) 
REPL( F I LENMAE) 
SAVE(FILENAME) 
SKIP(LINENUMBER) 
TOPCFILENAME) 
TRAPP 

(functions as ERASE followed by SAVE) 

TRY, TRY(MS), TRY(SEC,MS) 

AI Iowa I ine of its own to each command. 

Loca I time: 
LT(MS), LT(SEC;MS) 

33. 

Observe that LT<I,5) means the same as LT<I,i7Ji7J51, not LT(I,5i7Ji7J). 

Env~lope terms: 
ENV (LEVEL, LEVEL,MS,CURVESHAPE, STEP). 
Z functions as ENV(OLD,i7J,Ii7J,i7J,Ii7J) 
D(MS) functions as ENV(OLD,OLD,MS»Z 

GI issando terms: 
GLIS(FREQUENCY,FREQUENCY,MS,CURVESHAPE,STEP1 

Step terms: 
ESTEP(MS) 
GSTEPCMS) 

EXIT interrupts the run and starts up EMS-I for a new program. 

; 

>,At, & stand between elements in connection chains, envelope chains and 
glissando chains. If the chain continues over several I ines It 
shal I be divided so that one of these signs Is the last one on the 
line. 

ought to end each chain 

can be used in FG- and FF-terms 
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34. 

'COMMENTARY' 

It is advisable . to use commentaries often. It is easy to forget 

very soon what a program is about. 

MACRO-NAME=" ••• TEXT ••• " 

Macro definition. It is not allowed to write anything else on the 

same I I ne after the end-s ign. 

MEX Can be included in the macro text (MACRO-EXIT). 

t 
Macros can ca I I each other up to 100 I eve Is. No macro must ·i nc I ude 

CALL. 

Arithmetic operation for exponentiation. 
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EMS-3 

8.5 Ar I thmet lc operat ions' 
Besides the possibility to gIve a number to a symbol, It is also 
possible to gIve a symbol a value, as a result of an arithmetic 
expression. 
Examp I e: 
AI=2~; A2=23; A3=5; 
A4=A2-AI+A3; A4=A4-5; 
gives the result A4=3. 

This operatIon is especiallY useful together wIth macros. A variable 
can then be Increased or decreased wIth a certain quantity each 
time a certa I n macro is ca I led. 
We return to the example in 6.1 (EMS-I) 

, PART (ONE) 
l CLEAR 
3 MI ="FG( NR, FREQ, N IV ,~l>CHA( NO, I ~~»D(3~~00) ; 
4 NR=NR+3jNO=NO+liNIV=NIV-3; 
5 LT(~lNR= I ;NIV=7~;NO=1 ;FREQ=200; 
6 ,MI 
7 FREQ=3~0;MI; 

8 FREQ=400iMI; 
9 FREQ=600;MI; 
I ~ SAVECADAM) 
II MIX(0) 
12 PLAYCMIX) 
13 END 

Line 3-4: The macro is defined as In 8.5 but with the addition of 
NR~NR+3; NO=NO+I; NIV=NIV-3; 
This addition gives the result that each time the macro is used, 
the value of NR is increased with 3, NO with I and NIV is decreased 
with 3, giving these vai"Jables the values which shall be in the FG-
expression next time the macro is used. 

Line 5: Here NR=I; NIV=70; FREQ=2~0; 

These values are used in the macro at the cal I on line 6 and are 
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then automatically changed to 4,2 resp 67. 

Line 7: FREQ is set to 300 and used together with the values NR=4, 
NO=2, and NIV=67 in the macro~ NR, NO and NIV are thereby changed 
to resp. 7,3,64, lltc.' 

The time in EMS-I is indicated with the time from the start of the 
object, i.e. absolute time. In some cases It would be better with 
relative time, i.e. to be able to Indicate how long a certain time 
Indication shal I last without having to calculate the time for the 
next occasion. 
We wi I I now show how to use relative time indication with the help 
of variables which automatically are incremented in a macro,'~and 
thereby also with the help of a macro on a higher level, can represent 
a whole sequence of occasions to be executed at different times. 

8.6 Examples of automatic updating In a macro 
Suppose that the sound-obj ect is not longer than 99999 ms. Loca I 
time can then be indicated In only milliseconds. Supposefurther 
that we want a macro which together with·the variables TICK and TACK 
work in the fol lowing way: In the beginning of the sound-object 
TICK is set to zero. The object is supposed tostart with 11 LTCjil). 
TICK is then increased little by little and indicates absolute time 
within the sound-object. 
PARHONE) 
LH0) 
'definition of the macro RELTID' 
T ICK=jil 
'other macro definitions, operations, etc. to be executed at the 
time zero' 
TACK=the time until next occasion 
RELTID 
other macrocalls and operations to be executed at this time: 
TACK=the time until next occasion 
RELTlD 
ETC 
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Exercise 9: 
Describe the macro definition for RELTtD. 

How to so I ve exerc i se 9: . 
The macro RELTID looks as follows:' 
REL T I D;IlTICK=T ICK~i'ACK; LTmCKfi' 

37 . 

Naturally, It is possible to mix-the use of relative time and 
absolute time, or set TICK to zero and start describing a parallel 
sequence. 

Exercise 10: 
Use the macro RELTID in the chord example in 8.2. The tonica Is at 
odd occasions 2.5 seconds (i.e. first, third, fifth, •.. time) and 
at even occasipns 2 seconds. The dominant Is as the subdominant 1.5 
seconds. 
PART(Twot.· 

as before 

SEKVMA;IlRELT I 0; N IY; FREMAT; 
TACK;2500;RELTID;FREMAD; 
TACK;1500jRELTIDjFREMAT; 
TACK;2000;RELTID;FREMAS; 
TICK;0jTACK=0;SEKVMA 
NIV=INIV2" 
TACK= 1500; SEKVMA 
NIV=INIV3" 
TACK=.1500jSEKVMA 
FG( 1-3»D( 1500); 
MIX; 
PLAY(MIX) 
END; 

~ 

TACK= ... ;RELTID can also be Included In the macro"(jeflnitlons: 

cont. 



FREMAT="FG( 1.,262, ,3) FG(2,330, ,3) 

FGO,392, ,3); REL TID" 

FREMAO=" FG (3,392) FG( 2,494) FG ( I ,587); TACK= I 5¢0; RELT I 0" 

FREMAS="FG( I ,262)FG&2,208)FGO~ 175);TACK~15¢0;RELTIO" 

SEKVMA="N I V; TACK=2500; FREMAT; FREMAO;TACK=2000 

FREMAT; 

FREMAS" 

38. 

FREMAT must be given the value of TACK, as two different values 

are used. FREMAO and FREMAS contain in themselves the value 1500 

of TACK. 

Example: 

The chord example in 8.2 can be re-formulated in the following 

way:· 

We want to have different appearance of the chord tones, so that 

the lower tones are attenuated somewhat faster than the higher ones. 

We therefore introduce three envelope macros. 

ENVMA I =" ENV ((11,90,20(11, -I »ENV (90,80 .10iil, 2 ) "EN\! ~80, 50, 2700J i"; 

E'NVMA2=" ENV (0,90,200, -I »ENV (90,82, 100,2 »ENV( 82,56 ,2700 ~; "; 

ENVMA3="ENV(0, 90, 200, -I) >ENV (90,84,100,2) >ENV(84 ,62,2700);"; 

FREMAO="FG(3,GI .. 3»ENVMAI; 

etc. 

FG(2,HI, ,3»ENVMA2; 

FG(I,02,,3»ENVMA3; 

TACK=1500;RELTIO"; 

9. Conditionals 

Suppose that you want to repeat the following macro sequence 25 

times: SEKVMA="FREMAT; FREMAO; FREMAT; FREMAS"; 

You can write: SEKVMA;SEKVMAjSEKVMA; •••••• SEKVMA;SEKVMA; 

2 3 24 25 

Tnis way of working is laborious and Is also. not~w6rking because 

TICK wil I be greater than 99999 ms In the macro RELTIO after the 

9th repetition of SEKVMA. 
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How to better arid simpler real ize the macro sequence? We want to 
indicate In a simpler way that SEKVMA shal I be executed 25 times, 
and then we must a I so start us i ng both arguments of LT (seconds, 
m I I I I second s ) • 

Thrs problem can be solved with theheJp of another macro level, 
a variable used as counter and a new conception now introduced: 
In EMS-3 there are so called conditionals, with the help of which' 
the value of a variable can be made to generate the continued course, 
for instance after the value of the variable has been operated with 
an arithmetic expression. 

The arithmetic conditionals in EMS-3 are: 
IFPOS(VARIABLE) 
IFZER(VARIABLE) 
IFNEG(VARIABLE) 

VARIABLE Is (according to previous Information) a s'\'f11bol of at the 
most six alphanumerical characters, of which the flrstTs a letter. 
IFPOS(VARIABLE) means that what is between the tight parentheses, ), 
and the nearest ~-symbol is executed when the variable is greater 
than zero. The same is val id for IFZER( ... },'where the corresponding 
string is executed when the variable within the parentheses has the 
value zero,and al so for IFNEG(VARIABLE), where the string Is executed 
only when the variable is less than zero. 
Examp I e: 
NR= I j NO=~j 
a) I FPOS(NR)NR=NR-l jNO=NO+1 j"'-

bl I FPOS(NRlNR.NR-l"jNO"Ni)'t"' j< 

In a) NR=I, i.e. greater than zero, 'meaning that the string is executed 
and that NR i s =~ and NO is I. 
In b) NO=~, i.e. not greater than zero, meaning that the string Is 
not executed and the program continues after the ~-symbol. 

If we want NO to be =I~~~ for NR=0 and only for NR=~, we can write: 
IFZER(NR)NO=I~00j~ 

The general expression for conditionals Is: , ~"-. 

STR I NG TO BE EXECUTED IF 
CONDITIONAL(VARIABLEl 

CONDITION FULFILLED 
Ann c:..vmhnl 
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~ 

The program continues after the end symbol If the conditional is 

not to be executed. 

We return to the initial example: 

RELTID: To. avoid t,hat the mi II Isecond p~rt gets too great.,w,; 

can test Its value and decrease 'It with 1000 If the 

mi II i second part Is greater than 1000, at the same time 

as the second part Is Increased with I. 

I) RELTID="TICK=TICK+TACK-IOOO; 

2) 
3) 

41 
5) 

IFPOS<TICK)STICK=STICK+I j< 

IFZER(TICK)STICK=STICK+I i< 

I FNEG<T ICKlTICK=T I CK+ 10¢¢;< 

LT(STICK,TICK)"; 

Line I: TICK is set to the same as TICK+TACK (TACK Is the time until 

next occurence. This is as before but also 1¢0¢ (ms} is then subtracted. 

Line 2-3: If the resu It sti II is greater than or equal to zero, i.e. 

TICK was greater than 1000 before the subtraction was executed, the 

second part STICK (which is supposed to already have a value) is, 

increased by'>1 (second) and consequently the mi II isecond part'can be 

kept down by using the second-part. 

Line A: 1fT I CK+ TACK was I ess than 1000 the resu I t after the subtract i on 

by 1000 becomes negative and we can (and must!) restore the old value 

by adding 1000 to TICK. 

The main part of the example consisted of repeating the macro SEKVMA 

25 times. This can now be solved in the following simple way: we'T":' 
introduce a macro on a higher Ivel and a counter, RAEKN. 

RAEKN~25jTICK=¢;STICK=¢; 

T25=" I FPOSCRAEKNIRAEKNIRAEKN=RAEKN-I ; SEKVMAj 

T25 ;4." 

This means that if RAEKN is greater than zero, RAEKN is decreased 

by I. Thereafter SEKVMA is executed and the procedure is repeated 
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unti I-BAEKN Is zero.· 

If a variable has not ever been used, it can not have acquired any 

value, and is therefore d8noted undefined. There are two conditionals 

which examine whether "a symbol Is defined or not. These are: 

I FUND(SYMBOL1MEASURES;.<:if dndef Ined ••••• 

LFDEF(SYMBOLlMEASURES;4if def ined .. .... .' 

If it is cons i dered pract i ca I not to have to detl ne the var i ab I es of 

a macro before it is called, It is possible to use the above conditionals 

A pr'i?ctical use of this gives RELTID Its final appearance: 

RELTID=IFUND(STICK1STICK=0;< 

I FUND(TICKlT ICK=0;.c:: 

I FUND(TACK1TACK=0;-" 

TICK=TICK+TACK-1000; 

I FPOS(T1CK)STlCK=ST ICK+I;< 

I FZER(T ICK) ST I CK=ST ICK+ I; ""'-

I FNEG(TICKlT ICK=TICK+ 1000;< 

LT<STICK, TICK)'! 

No~ it is possible to replace LT(01 by RELTID, for If the variables 

STICK, TICK and TACK are undef Ined when RELTID.Js ca lied, they are 

def i ned and set to zero and the resu It is consequent.1 y the t I me 

argument ;5 I n the L T -term. 

If by any reason you want a variable (ora macro) to be excluded 

from the tab [e (symbo I-tab Ie), where a \I used names and correspond I ng 

values are stored, there is a possibility to do so. The command for 

th I sis DELETE( NAME). 

If you want to use the macro RELTI[F:ln the IFUND-alternative, and in 

several sound-objects, or for paral lei courses, you probably want to 

have STICK and TICK set to zero. One way of doing this is to make 

them undefined so that RELTID automatically defines them again and 

sets the value to O. The command is DElETE(STICK,TICK); 

10. A few other commands 

Commands of the type WRITE(VARIAB) can be used to examine for instance 

the course of compl icated macros. 

Examp I e: 



YES 

:TOP(ACVIBF ) 
:LOOK(88 ) 

EMS1 V1.4 
NAME OF INPUT FILE? 
INTERACTIVE MODE? YES OR NO? 

ACCVIB="LT( TID )FG(1 )>GLIS(434 ,446,GTID pGLIS( 446,434,GTID 1; 
WRITE(TID,GTID); 
SLASK=GTID/2¢; 
GTID=GTID-SLASK; 
TID=TID+GTID ; 
TEST=GTID-5¢; 
IFPOS( TEST )ACCVIB",;" 
¢5 ¢¢2 END OF FILE ON ADDITIONAL INPUT FILE. 
: CALL( ACVIBF) 
¢5 ¢¢2 END OF FILE ON ADDITIONAL INPUT FILE. 
:PART(ACVIBF) 
:LT(¢)FG(1,,8¢)>CHA(4,1¢¢}; 
:TID=¢;GTID=4¢¢; 
:ACCVIB; 

-~-~-~~~~-~~~---~-

'TID = ¢ TYPE: ¢1 'GTID = 55 TYPE: 161 
'GTID = 4¢¢ TYPE: ¢1 'TID " 6981 TYPE: ¢1 
'TID = 38¢ TYPE: ¢1 'GTID " 53 TYPE: ¢1 
'GTID = 38¢ TYPE: ¢1 'TIll " 7¢32 TYPE: ¢1 
'TID = 741 TYPE: ¢1 'GTID = 51 TYPE: ¢1 , 
'GTID - . 361 TYPE: ¢1 : PLAY 
'TID = 1¢84 TYPE: ¢1 

42. 

By the command MESS(OUTPUTl the prlogram stops,wdtes out the text 

OUTPUT, is set In error correction mode and waits for commands. 

Examp I e: 

EMS1 Vl.4 
NAME OF INPUT FILE? 
INTERACTIVE MODE? YES OR NO? 

YES 
: TOP (FLIMSF ) ; LOOK( 99) ; 

,GLIMEs="IFUND(TID )TID=¢;FN=1;FR=55;< 
FN=FN-1; 
IFZER(FN)FN=3<; 
MESS(NEXT FR) 
IFPOS(FR) 
LT(TID) 
FG(FN»GLIS(FR,44¢ ,3¢¢¢); 
TID=TID+l¢¢¢ ; 
GLIMES<:; " 
¢5 ¢¢2 END OF FILE ON ADDITIONAL INPUT FILE. 
:IN(99) 



(' 

05 002 END OF FILE ON ADDITIONAL INPUT FILE. :PART(MESDEM) 
:L T( 0)~FG( 1>3,~80» CHA( 2, 100) ; .. 
: GLI MES 
NEXT FR 
!FR=220 

NEXT FR 
! FR= 110 . 

NEXT FR 
!FR=55 

NEXT FR 
!FR=83 

NEXT FR 
!FR= 110 

NEXT FR 
!FR=165 

NEXT FR 
!FR=220 

NEXT FR 

NEXT FR • 

NEXT FR 
!PLAY 
!FR=1760 

NEXT FR 
!FR=1320 

NEXT FR 
!FR=880 

NEXT FR 
!FR=660 

NEXT FR 

NEXT FR 
!FR=440 

NEXT FR 

NEXT FR 
!FR=0 

: PLAY 
IMIX 
:END 

- .. _--------

',' . 

43. 
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In non-interactive mode (If you answer NO to the question 
INTERACTIVE MODE? YES OR NO) MESS Is not working and WRITE does 
not write on the commentZlry medium, but only on".'the list-medium 
(log i ca I unit 5). 

EMS 1 V 1.4- -- - ------- ____________ _ 
NAME OF 'INPUT FILE? 

INTERACTIVE MODE? YES OR NO? 
YES 

:PART( ONE) 
:MM="MS;MM" 
:MS=" , - - - . 
:vIR I TE( CNT); 
: CNT=CNT- 1; 
: I FZER( CNT)MEX:<" 
: CNT=2; 
:MM; 

'CNT 
'CNT . . 

= 
= 

2 TYPE: 01 • 
1 TYPE: 01 • 

7~" 

( :'PAA DETTA SETT KAN ALLTSAA ETT UNDERORDNAT 

( 

:MAKRO AVBRYTA ETT OEVERORDNAT' 

II. LIST and NOLI ST 

YES 

The file, which has been created by SAVE, can naturally contain 
macro cal Is. There is a way to get better control of how the macros 
develop. By the command LIST it is possible to get in the text, 
not macro cal Is, but the terms the macro expands into. !f the macro 
cal!s other macros these terms are given, etc. 

In this way it is slmpleter to see the consequences of a macro call, 
which otherwise might be difficu!t to look through. 

The command NOLIST annul Is the expansion. 
Examp I e: 
NAME OF INPUT FILE? 
INTERACTIVE MODE? YES OR NO? 

: PARHBONE) 
:BMAK="FG(17, 13! };" 
BS= "FG ( 18,262)" 

cont. 



( 

/ 
" 

:LIST 
:CLEAR 
:FGI8>CHA(I,1001; 
:BMAK 
: FG( 17»0(50); 
:SAVE(CONE) 
:MIX;ENO 

45. 

OBJ ECT NO: I. BLOCK TIME: 
BLOCKLABEL: BONE .GLOBAL TIME: 

0.000 ;'~.059 FREE MIXREC.S: 13820 
0.000 (Il.(Il59 FREE MIXREC.S: t3820 

:TOP(CONE);LOOK(91 
'00005' FGI8>CHA(I,100); 
'00006' '.,.--MACRO-.,.-: BMAK' 
'00007' FG ( 17, 131 ) ; 
'00008' '---MACRO---: BS' 
'00009' FG( 18,262) 
'00010' FG ( 17 ) 
'00011' >0(50); 

END OF FILE ON ADDITIONAL INPUT FILE. 

:EXIT 

--------EXIT. END OF THIS RUN.--------

EMS I VI.4 
NAME OF INPUT FILE? 

END OF RUN. EXIT TO MDNITOR-----

12. More about the arithmetic in EMS-3 

The arithmetic operations in EMS-3 are: 
+ add it Ion 

subtract i on 
xmultlpl ication 
/ division 
t exponentiation 

They ,are always used in such a way that a variable is set equal to 



( 

46, 

the expression where the operations can be Included, operating on 
numbers or variables. It is consequently not allowed to have operations 
within terms. The exception is OLD ... and OLD-, a,s in FG(I,OLD+2i21i21}, 
but OLD Is no variable. There can be two operations in the right hand 
term. 
Example: 
x=2x3x4 gives x=24. 

As the level can be set to 1/4 deceibel In the studio, the variables 
can also be Indicated in 1/4s. 

Example: 
x=81.2~235 gives x the rounded value 81.25. The rounding is in this 
and simi lar cases always done to the nearest 1/4. Numbers created 
with the help of a dedmal point are cal led Hoating numbers ps 
contrary to integers. 
y=612l. I gives y=6~.~ 
x and yare floating numbers and used in EMS-3 terms in al I places 
indicating level, but not in other places. 

When a variable has been given a value it becomes of the same type, 
integer or floating number, as the first value to the right of the 
equa I sign. 
Examp I e: 
VAR=I~.25+5 

VAR=5 .. 112l.25 
VAR=SYM+ 17-NR 

VAR becomes a floating number variable 
VAR becomes an integer variable 
VAR becomes of the same type as SYM 

Observe that when two integers are divided the rounding is made 
downwards, so cal led integer division. The result is an integer. 
Examp I e: 
x=99999 gives x the highest va I ue that can be given direct I y 

x=9~~~1Zi+41071 

x=32767.75 

gives x the highest value that can be represented 
at a I I, 131071. 

gives x the highest possible floating number value. 
This number Is also the greatest number that can 
resu I t from a mu I ti p Ii cation. ~'" 
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It Is necessary to b;ar in mind the I Imitations in precision and 
range and organize so that they are best taken care of. If you 
for example want to increase a variable VAR with a 20th of its old 
value (for instance in a macro) there are the following three bad 
alternatives: 
VAR=VARx21/2¢ 

VAR=VARxI.¢5 

VAR=VAR/20x21 

If VAR 1 s greater than 15016 you will have 
overflow on multiplication 

1.05 Is rounded to 1.0, VAR is not changed at 
all. 

The prec i s ion is lost. The product can on I y 
take on values which are multiples of 21. 

The best way to do it is: 
VAR=VAR/21/J+VAR. 

SUMMARY OF ELEMENTS IN EMS-3 

Dev ice terms: 
AM( NO" ENTRY, LEVEll 
AMPCNO, LEVEll 
CDCNO,CHANNEL,LEVEL) 
CHA(NO, LEVEL) 
FF(NO,FILTERCHANNEL,LEVEL) 
FGCNO,fREQUENCY,LEVEL,WAVEFORM) 
NGC NO, LEVEL,COLOURI ,COLOUR2) 
REV(NO,REVTIM,LEVEL) 
RM(NO,ENTRY,LEVEL) 

Studio points: 

Commands: 

FS 
FG3,FG6,FG9,FGI2,FGI5,FGI8,FG21,FG24 

APP 
CLEAR, CLEARCMIX), CLEARCALL) 
DELETE( SYMBOL) 
KEEP, KEEP(MIX), KEEP(ALL) 
LIST 
MESS <TEXT) 

cant. 
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MIX(TJME) 
NOLIST 
STDTIMCMS) 
WR !TEC SYMBOL) 

TEMP commands: 
CALL( FILENAME) 
ERASECFILENAME) 
INCLINENUMBER) 
LOOKCLINENUMBER) 
PLAY, PLAYCMIX)., PLAYCPARTNAME), PLAYC PART I ,PART2) 
REPLCFILENAME) 'works as ERASE fol lowed by SAVE) 
SAVECFI LENAME) 
SKIPCLINENUMBER) 
TOP C FILENAME) 
TRAPP 
TRY, TRYCMS), TRYCSEC,MS) 

AI Iowa line of Its own to each command. 

Local time: 
LTCMS), LT(SEC,MS) 

48. 

Observe that LT(I,5) means the same as LTC I ,~~5,not LTC I ,5~~). 

Envelope terms: 
ENVCLEVEL,LEVEL,MS,CURVESHAPE,STEP) 
Z works as ENV(OLO,~,I~,~,I~) 
OeMS) works as ENVCOLO,OLO,MS»Z 

GI issando terms: 
GLIS(FREQUENCY,FREQUENCY,MS,CURVESHAPE,STEPl 

Step-terms: 
ESTEPCMS) 
GSTEP(MSl 

EXIT stops the run and starts up EMS-I for a new program. 
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>,11, & stand between elements in connection chains, envelope chains, and 
gl issando chains. If the chain continues over several I ines it shall 
be divided so that one of these characters Is the last one on the line. 

ought to end each chain. 

~ can be used in FG- and FF-terms. 

'COMMENTARY' 
It is adviseable to use commentaries often. It is easy to forget 
very soon what a program is about. 

MACRO NAME=" .•• TEXT ••• " 
Macro definition. It is not al lowed to write anything else on the 
same I ine after the end-character. 

MEX Can be inc I uded in the macro text (MACRO-EX In. 

Macros can call each other up talOO levels. No macro must include 
CALL. 

+, - *, /, t 
Arithmetic operations for addition, subtraction, multipl ication, 
division, exponentiation. 

Example: C=~E+F Maximum three Integers or variables in the right hand 
'. I ink . 

• ,_,~ ,'V 

IFPOS(VARIABLE) .•. "'" 
IFZER(VARIABLE) .•• <-
IFNEG(VARIABLE) ... ~ 
I FUND( SYMBOL) •.. .:: 
I FDEF (SYMBOL) ••. <. 

~ .. 
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FRAAN TILL 

FG (t) CHA(1) 
FG(2) CHA (2) 
FG(3) CHA(3) 
F'G3 ClrlA(4) 

en c u 
FG6 

Ff.; ( 4 i CfolA(1) 
FG(5) CHA(2J 
F'G (fi~ CHA(3) 
F'Gt5 CHA(4) 

r.f)(1) 
Fr;q 
RM(1,A' 
R t·! ( 1 , R) 
Pt-"(2,H) 
REV(l) 
RFV(2) 
Ai"(t,A) 
FF(j) 
fF(21 

FG(7' PiA (1) 
Fr.; ( H, CHA (2) 
FG (91 Cl-It\ (3) 
Fc;q r:hti (4) 

CJ)(1) 
Fr; 12 

Ff;(1r-q O•ACt) 
F"G(1t) O·A (2) 
Fr;(1~) r.HA (3) 
fG12 Cf1A(4) 

r.ncn 
Fr. 1 5 
R P-1 r 1 , n 'I 
R ~l ( 1 , b) 
H1"(~,P1 

RF.V(1) 
Ri:':V f?) 
iH: ( 1 , l3) 
F F ( 1 ) 
FF ( ';)) 

FG(13) CHAll) 
Fr.{14) CHA(2) 
FG(t5) CHA(3) 
FG15 CHA(4) 

c n r, ) 
FGt~ 

.FJfCT 



FRAAM T IL.L 

NG C:HAC1) 
CHA(2) 
CHA(3' 
l.kAril) 
en r u 
RM(2,B) 
REV 0) 
f1M(2,8) 
FF ( 1) 
FF (:?) 

FF (l i Cl-JA(~) 
CHA(3) 
Cf.>A(4) 
CD(1) 
Rrt'.(t,A) 
FU"' ( 1 ,fq 
RM(~,r:n 

REV(~) 

A:V(1,I~) 

Af·i(2,B' 
FF(?' 
AMP()) 
AMP(2) 

FF (21 CHA(~) 

Ct-<A(3) 
CHA(i::l) 
co en 
RM(?,B) 
RE\1(2) 
t:.,!';(1.,R) 
AM(2,A) 
FF ( 1) 
AMp(1) 
AMP(2) 

REV(1) CHA 0) 
Cl-4/\ (2) 
CHA n) 
CHA(4) 
en (1) 
At-1 (1,B) 
AM(2,B) 
AMP(1) 
A1>1P(Q.) 

• FJFCT 



FfrAAN TILL 

REVC?) CHA(1) 
CHAC::?) 
CHA(3) 
CHA(4) 
r:orn 
AM(1,B) 
Al"'(:?,B' 
/\HP(1) 
Af"IP(2) 

RM (1) CHA(1) 
CHA C?.) 
CHA(3) 
CHA(4) 
CP U) 
REV(2) 
AH(1,A) 
Af"(2,R) 
FF Ol 
FF(2) 
/tl>lP(1) 
AMP(2) 

Rt-1 ( 21 CHA(1) 
C:f-JA (2) 
Cl<-~A r3) 
CHA(4) 
en ( 1) 
REV(2) 
Ai>1(1,8) 
J\M(Q,,q 
F F (1) 
FF(~) 

AMP 0) 
AfvlP (2'.l 

Rt>< ( 3) Cr;A(1) 
CH/\(2) 
C~A (~;) 

CHA(4) 
tfl c 1) 
REV (2') 
At-1.(2,1-n 
FF ( 1) 
FFC?) 
A~lP ( 1) 
/\MPC?.) 

AM en CHA 0) 
CHA(2) 
CHAC~) 

ChA(A) 
C[H1,) 

,.F.JECT 



FRAAN TILL 

FGC16) CHA(1) 
Fr. r 1 n CHA(2) 
FG(18) CHA(3) 
FG18 CHA(4) 

en c 1' 
FG2 l. 
r~1>.1r1,FD 

P,M(2,8) 
REV(t) 
REV(2' 
AM(t,B~ 

l\t'C2,P·) 
FF (1) 
FF(?) 

F'(;(19) CH/\(1) 
F'G~ 1 CHA(~) 

CHA (3) 
l.H/\(11) 
CIJ ( 1) 
Ff~24 

FG (2llq Fr.2, 
FS 

FG(21) F G? t 
r.n.1(1_,A) 

Frl24 CHA(1) 
CHA(2) 
CHA(3) 
C•4A(4) 
CD r 1) 
RM(t,F.q 
FH1 (2,B) 
RF.VC1) 
REV(2) 
A ~! ( l 1 R) 
AM(? 1 Fq 
F F ( 1 ) 
FFC2' 

FGr2~) FG?.4 
R~~(~ 1 A) 

Ff~(23) n:24 
AM(1,A) 

Ff~ ( 2 .t1) FG24 
AM(2,A) 

.f JECT 



.E'JECT 

FFHL L TILL. 

At.'(2) CHA(1) 
CHA(2) 
CHA(3) 
CHA(4) 
corn 

AMP(1) RM(1,B) 
RM(2,8) 
REVC2' 
A"1(1,B) 
AM(2,A' 
FF 0) 
FF(2) 

AMP(?) FiM(1,f3i 
RM(?,f-1' 
RFV(2) 
A"'1(1,8) 
AM(~,F:q 

FF (1) 
F'F (:?) 



APPENDIX 2. 
Samt I iga möj I iga fel utskrifter EMS-1, EMS-2 och EMS-3. 

1712 r,11 
Cil2 CH2 
"1:? V113 
1712 ''if 4 
1712 021 
02 17122 
C/12 ~123 

0!2 024 
r.,2 Q:32 
1712 ?.33 
"' Ol41 

V'!M~ 

02 051 
~2 C-J62 
Ol2 063 
Pl2 07~ 
( ··~ 
y t C'l 7' 
Vl2 V.72 
Cil;? lil7 3 
~2 01~1 
0!2 tilA2 
0!2 0G1 
!712 tHi2 
(112 ~:i93 

~2 1 ()12 
l/12 1 ~3 
('}12 112 
02 1 ~ '-
!il:? 1 fil" 
0!2 142 
02 2'~ 1 
OI:? 241 
""' ~42 
~..... 245 
~~ 245 
PI;'. ~47 

0!2. 251 
Cl'"' :?fil 
t.- • ., 271 
(Il:? 3 !111 
f.?12 31112 
(712 3~3 

0!2 3f'14 
!'12 3~5 
Ci'l?. 1'12 
04 ~'Pil 
"'4 ~~C'l2 
Ol 4 V'l fl! ~ 
Ol 4 (H-l .d 
914 l'i l (/! 

014 ,,~,1 

ii'l4 (Il~ 1 
?14 (1:22 
Vl4 f/!31 
Vl4 (1132 
014 W'3 
04 r1134 

ILLEGAL OELIMITFR 
rLLFGAl PARAMETER 
!LLFGAL MNEMONIC 
ILLfGAL NUMHER nF PARAMETERS 
!LLfGAL FRfQIJENCY GENERATOR NUMBE:R 
ILLEGAL F~EQUENCY GENERATOR FREQUENCY 
ILLEGAL FREQUENCY GENERATOR WAVEFORM 
ILLf.GAL FRErJlJENCY GENERATOR INTENSITY 
ILLEGAL FRFQUENCY FILTER C~ANNEL 
ILLEGAL FRF.QUE:NCV F!LTF.R INTENSITY 
ILLEGAL AMPLIFIER NUMBER 
ILLEGAL AMPLIFIER INTENSITY 
ILLFGAL (OISG1 CONNECTION 
ILLEGAL REVERBATION TIME 
ILLEGAL RFVERAAi!ON INTENSiTY 
TIME MISSING IN U•TERM 
IlLE"GAL TH1E 
TIMt OVERFLOW. 
TEMP nisK OVERFLOW. NOTHING MORE WRITTEN ON THE DISK. 
ILLEGAL NO!SE COLnUR 
ILLEGAL NQJSE INTENSITY 
ILLfGAL A~PLITllnE MODULATOR NUMAER 
ILLEGAL AMPLITUDE MODULATnF? ENTRV 
ILLEGAL AMPLITUOE MOOULATOR lNTENS!TY 
ILLFG~L RtNG MOOULATOR FNTRV 
!LLFGAL RJNG MODULATOR INTENSITY 
ILLEGAL CHANNfL OISTRIBUTOR JNTENSITY 
ILLEGAL Of VICE NUMBER 
ILLEGAL ANALOG TAPE INTENS!TY 
ILLEGAL CMANNEL INTENSITV 
ILLEGAL ESTEP VALUE 
ILLEGAL ~NV SYNTAX 
ILLEGAL ENV AMPLITUDE 
E~~V OR Gl-ISTIME LESS THAN STEP 
ILLEGAL F.r.\V TIME 
ILLfr.AL FNV TYPF. 
NO OEVJCE TO ENVELOPE GIVfN 
ILLFGAL LIJC:AL T!ME VAllJE 
!LLfGAL G~TEP VALUE 
N8 OfVICE TO ~LISSA~DO GIVEN 
ILL~GAL ~LIS SYNTAX 
ILLFGAL ~LJS TI~E 
ILLEGAL GLIS TYPE 
ILLEGAL ~LIS FREQUENCY 
TLlFGAL CHA~NEL INTfNSITV 
SYMBOL WTTH MORE THAN 6 CHARACTERS. 
INTEGER WITH MORE THAN 5 FIGURES 
TWO DfCI~Al. POINTS 
A DECIMAL POINT (.,) MUST NOT RE USFD AS A OEL!MlTER. 
!N THE EXPRES~ION 'A=B' B IS NOT A DEFINEO SY"8DL. 
SYMBOL NOT QEFINED. 
SYMBOL DfFINfO BUT NOT POSSIBLE IN THIS PART OF THE TEXT. 
OELETJON OF MACROS ~OT PERM!TTFO IN MACROS 
TOP NOT EXFCUTEn IF READ FROM SECONOARY TEXT !NPUT 
UNIT 2 NnT FILfORIENTED 
I~,SKIP,OELETF,LOOK NnT EXfCUTEO IF REAO FROH SEC. TEXT !NPUT 
FILE NOT PPESENT ON UNIT 2 



Gl4 035 -
(il!4 036 
~4 !il37 
l'i'l4 050 
1':!4 064 
!i!4 tn74 
lil4 075 
et4 076 
04 1 C'li.ll 
t'/! 4 1til1 

0'1 102 
04 104 
04 H13 
04 105 
04 H16 
015 001 

C16 0Vl 1 
06 0C!l2 
~9 0el1 
09 0'112 
Cl!9 003 
019 0~4 

09 ©\il5 
09 eil716 
09 Ct107 
09 PJ08 
99 99 
(il! 1 0Cil 1 
01 0t:'l2 
1211 0~3 
0!1 004 
01 005 
01 006 
01 007 
01 009 
01 010 
0 1 (iJ 1 5 
01 f)16 
0 1 pi 1 7 
"1 018 
01 019 
0!1 020 
01 0:?1 
01 024 
!'-' 1 0:?5 
01 0311' 
01 031 
0!1 037 
QI 1 040 
'11 041 
01 042 
!i! 1 Q\43 

01 050 
t711 ~#jpj 

NO TOP EXECUTEO OR SEC, FILE EMPTY 
PARAMETER NOT !NTEGER 
ILLEGAL DELIM!TERG SHOULO BE C 1 OR CARR. RET 1 

!,.ABEL ERRO~ 
: I A OR j NOT POSSIBLE AS FIRST ELEMENT OF AN EXPR, 
DVERFLOW~ ADD OR SUBTRACT 
OVERFLOW~ MULTIP~ICAT!ON 
TRY TO DIVIDE ev ZERD 
A '~' IS POSSIBlE ONLV AFTER A SYMBOL OR A 1:1, 
ATTEMPT TO ASSIGN A F!XEO SYMBOL 
CR A SYMBOL STARTING WITH A NDNALPHABETIC CHAR. 
SYMBOL TABLE FULL 
/I. 1 " ' FOLIND IN A NON,.MACRO TEXT 8 

A MACRO MUST NOT BE CALLED IN ERROR MODE, 
DECIMAL PO!NT Cn' USEO ILLEGALLY 
NESTING TDO DEEP~ RETURN ro LEVEL H, 
END OF INPUT FILE WITHOUT AN 'EXIT' 
INPUT FROM UNIT 4. 
SECDND LABEL NOT DN THE HT, 
f!RST LABEL NOT ON THE MT. 
NO EXTENSION TO F!LENAME 
!NPUT FILE FILEDRIENTEDP FlLENAME ? 
OUTPUT FilE FILEORIENTED9 F!LENAME ? 
FILE NOT FOUND" 
UNIT 1 NOT FILEDRIENTED, 
F!LE FMNEMD EMS NOT FOUND 
FILE ERRDR EMS NOT FOUND, 
NO FlLENAME ON FILEDR!ENTEO DEVICE, ~-4 
•·~·•"·~" EXIT. ENO OF THIS RUN.~··•••••• 
NOT A PERMANENT SYMBOL 
NOT A COMMAND 
ILLEGAL PARAMETER IN 'PLAV' TERM 
NOTHING TO PLAY 
TIME PARAMETER MUST BE INTEGER. 
TIME PARAMETER NEGATIVE, 

app 2 

THE ONLY POSS%BLE PARAMETERS TO fCLEARf ARE •MIX• OR 'A~L' 
THE ONLV POSSIBLE PARAMETERS TO 'KEEPf A.RE 'MIX' OR 'A.~L' 
KEEP W!THOUT MEAN!NG HERE 
SAVE,ERASE,REPL NOT EXECUTED IF READ FROM SEC, TEXT INPUT 
-~EFT PARANTHESIS MISS!NG AFTER SYMBOL 
, AFTER SYMBOL. 
'ENDI APTER PREVIDUS f PART' MISSING 
NO SORTRECOROS ON THE IMIX' DISK 
PART COMMAND FIRST THING IN A 8LOCK1 
'PART' AFTER PREVIOUS 'ENO' M!SSING 
L.EFT PARANTHESlS MISS!NG IN 'STDTIM•~TERM 
ERRONEUS TIMEPARAMETER IN 'STOTlM'•TERM 
FILE ALREAOY PRESENT 
FILE NOT PRESENT ON UNIT 6, 
IllEGAL DELIMITERn SHOU~D BE C 1 OR CARR 1 RET. 
ERROR DETECTED IN "MERGE"• NOT ENOUGH SPA.CE ON OUTPUT UN!l 
DURAiION OF MIX =0l 
NO RECORDS ON THE TEMP DISK 
CODEGENERAiION ERRORP COOE ON THE MT WilL NOT BE SAVED 
MIX AND TEMP DISKS ARE SAVED. 
LABEL E'RROR 
GLOBAL TIME OVERFL,OW, GLOBAL TIME SET TO 0, 



r;15 t'1V'2 

1 "' 1 (}! 1 , ~ 1Ol2 , ~ 1~3 
1 I?) 1 l'A&l 
1 ri 2011 
113 0!1i1 
1 5 254 
32 !il 1 !il 
Jl8 ft~ 8 
Q9 r~~ 2 

q (ii Ol 4 
9 0!!15 
99 lil u~ 
qq C.,V' 6 
Q9 t~ Ol 7 
?1 @i ~V' v.1 
,.:; 4 ~Ol\11 

app 2 

ENO OF FILE DN ADDITIONAL INPUT FlLE. 
FREQUENCV LESS THAN 0, PROGRAM SETS FREQ, TO 0, 
fREOUENCV GRf ATER THAN 15999. PROGRAM SETS FREQ, TO 0. 
!NTENSITY LESS THAN 0, PROGRAM SETS INTtNSITV TO 0. 
INTENSJTY GREATER THAN 120 08. PROGRAM SETS INENSITY TO 0. 
ADDRESS ERROR IN SORTRECORO. SORTRF.CORO !GNORED, 
"rn SER ERR('lR 
UNCHECKED ERROR IN DECODE PACKAGE. 
BAD ARGUMfNT IN IFMT CALL (<0). REPORT TO SYSTEM MANAGER. 
BUFFER OVtPFLnW ON .READ 
EMSl V1.4A 73.~2.21 

NAMf OF TNPUT F!LE? 
UNIT 3 NOT FILEORIENTED~ 
NriT PJOIJGH FREE CORE. MUST BE AT LEAST 2~~~ (DE.C.) 
tNTtRACT!VF MOnE? VES OR NO? 

NONE SPECJFIED ERROR. 
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· . .i 
•'·'·' ..... -,:; ~: ... ' ". " ~ . " 

TABELL OEVER KVARTS'l'ONER 
'-' ·' . ' 

(! CISS D 
,_ 6. 35 16.83 11•',.32 17 ,83 181!35 18.89 
32 .. 70 33" f)6 34.65 ·-- 35.66. .... 35,. i! . ,, ,37,.78 
ern.,111 67 "'32 691130 71,,33 73.42 .75"57 

130 .. 81 134.65 138.!;H) 142,.65 146.83 HHt113 
261.,63 269,.29 277,.18 285"' 30 293.66 3021127 
5?3.25 538 !It 58 . 554,.37 570,.61 - 587 .• 33. 604e-54 

1. [)46. 5~ Hl77" D' U,08.73 1141 .. 22 1174.66 12Ql9.08 
2093 .. ll'IP' 21541133 22171146 2282"44 23491132 2418"16 
4U'l6,.,H 43(;ll8"fi7 ~434"92 4564"80 4698.64 4836,32 
9372.,02 8617..,34 ,.88691165 9129..,75 9397.21 9672.64 

D!SS E F' 
1. 9"' .115 20.02 201.,60 2 ~ " 2 ~ 21.85 2211147 
38.89 4fi'l .. 03 4L.2!a . 42,. 41 _43!!165 . 44,93 
77,. 7 8 Bt.3 11 06 ~5'~~'\ 84" 82 ~!H1 ·1 _ 89"87 

155.,56 160.12 164,.tH 1591164 11-4,.61 ~ r1"i79-73 
3U .. 13 320"24 329',, 63 339,.29 349.23 3591146 
622.25 6MJ" 49 659,.26 6781157 6981146,. 718.92 

1244.tH 1260.,97 13Hl'11 51 135?,15 L130_~._9 !J' ··.1437.85 
2489.,02 ?.561"'95 2637'. 02 2714,.29 2793,.83 2875.69 
4978."13 5U~3"'9PJ 5274,,04 5428!!158 558711165 5151.38 
9956 .. 07 1fil247.80 10548,.08 106571117 11175.31 11502"77 

FISS G GISS 
23,.12 23.80 24,.50 25,..22 25,.96 26.72 
46.25 47 "'60 49,.00 501144 51.91 531143 
92.,5~ 95,.in 9811(1!(1) 11i1ClJ !187 103.,f.l3 J,llJOM87 

10fi,.0~1 190,.42 Hm .. ern 2~H .74 207,,65 .. , .. 213 Il 7 4 
369,.99 3801184 39211\IH'.l 4031'48 415Q~H~ ·427 9 47 
739.99 76~"fl7 783.,99 806~96 83V!,.,fi1 .. =:" ~54ii9ti 

1479 0 90 15231\134 1567 .. f.1~3 UH3 11 93 !.661R22· 1-700 • 9VI 
2959e96 304151)69 31:35',,96 32271185 3322.44 34U~!ll79 
5910.91 61/JD~.3!1 6271.93 6455.,71 664411!88 68391159 

11a:.rn.e2 ,,2l86"76 12543 .. 86 12911.M~ 13289.75 13679.17 

A AISS H ... 
27 ,.5t'l 28"31 29 .. 14 291! ~)Q 30,.87 ... _ .. ·. 31,,,_ 77 
55 .l:lf.'.! 5-6 "'61 58.,27 59,,,_98 tH.,74 63 !Il 54 

1tc~"0cr 11.3.22 1ur,.54 119.96 123.47-· .1271109 
220 .. 0t'l 226 .. 45 .,,, 233,,08 239119,, 2461}94 '. 254.18 
4"0.. 0!11 4EH2n89 466~16 479.82 _493~ as . 5f.rn,3s 
f!At:.11.0!'! 9f'5.,79 932',, 33 959"65 987.77 HH6171 

1760.~öi" 18U"'57 1864'1166 1919.29 1975!!153 ~.H'33. 42 
3520.@0 3623$14 3729,.31 3838f.159 3951,.01 4066.84 
7l'J40,.f.?l!il ?'246.,29 7458 .. 52 1677.18 7902~13 8133.68 

14vrn0.0r>. 1449~L.58 1491i'A24 153541135 15804"27 16267.37 
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APPENDIX 4. 

The relation ,between modulation In % of the signal entering the B-entry 
in an ampl itude modulator, and the level in dB of the modulated signal 
on the A-entry. 

Modu latlon Level 
_% dB 

100 100 
90 99 
80 98 
7p 97 
60 95.5 
50 " 94 
40 92 
30 89;5 
25 88 
20 86 
15 83 
10 80, 
5 74 
I 60 

2 times corresponds to 6 dB 
5 " " " 14 " 

10 " " " 20 " 
--
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